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Forward-Looking Statements
This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. These risks and uncertainties may be amplified by
the coronavirus (“COVID-19”) pandemic, which has caused significant global economic instability and uncertainty. The extent to which the COVID-19 pandemic
impacts Intuit’s business, operations, financial results, and financial condition, including the duration and magnitude of such effects, will depend on numerous
evolving factors, which are highly uncertain and cannot be predicted, including, but not limited to, the duration and spread of the pandemic, its severity, the
actions to contain the virus or respond to its impact, and how quickly and to what extent normal economic and operating conditions can resume. Please also see
the section entitled "Risk Factors" in Item 1A of Part II of this Report for important information to consider when evaluating these statements. All statements in this
report, other than statements that are purely historical, are forward-looking statements. Words such as “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “forecast,”
“estimate,” “seek,” and similar expressions also identify forward-looking statements. In this report, forward-looking statements include, without limitation, the
following:

• our expectations and beliefs regarding future conduct and growth of the business;
• statements regarding the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business;
• our beliefs and expectations regarding seasonality, competition and other trends that affect our business;
• our expectation that we will continue to invest significant resources in our product development, marketing and sales capabilities;
• our expectation that we will continue to invest significant management attention and resources in our information technology infrastructure and in our

privacy and security capabilities;
• our expectation that we will work with the broader industry and government to protect our customers from fraud;
• our expectation that we will generate significant cash from operations;
• our expectation that total service and other revenue as a percentage of our total revenue will continue to grow;
• our expectations regarding the development of future products, services, business models and technology platforms and our research and development

efforts;
• our assumptions underlying our critical accounting policies and estimates, including our judgments and estimates regarding revenue recognition; stock

volatility and other assumptions used to estimate the fair value of share-based compensation; the fair value of goodwill; and expected future amortization
of acquired intangible assets;

• our intention not to sell our investments and our belief that it is more likely than not that we will not be required to sell them before recovery at par;
• our belief that the investments we hold are not other-than-temporarily impaired;
• our belief that we take prudent measures to mitigate investment related risks;
• our belief that our exposure to currency exchange fluctuation risk will not be significant in the future;
• our assessments and estimates that determine our effective tax rate;
• our belief that it is not reasonably possible that there will be a significant increase or decrease in our unrecognized tax benefits over the next 12 months;
• our belief that our cash and cash equivalents, investments and cash generated from operations will be sufficient to meet our seasonal working capital

needs, capital expenditure requirements, contractual obligations, debt service requirements and other liquidity requirements associated with our
operations for at least the next 12 months;

• our expectation that we will return excess cash generated by operations to our stockholders through repurchases of our common stock and the payment
of cash dividends, after taking into account our operating and strategic cash needs;

• our judgments and assumptions relating to our loan portfolio;
• our belief that the credit facilities will be available to us should we choose to borrow under them; and
• our assessments and beliefs regarding the future developments and outcomes of pending legal proceedings and inquiries by regulatory authorities, the

liability, if any, that Intuit may incur as a result of those proceedings and inquiries, and the impact of any potential losses or expenses associated with
such proceedings or inquiries on our financial statements.

We caution investors that forward-looking statements are only predictions based on our current expectations about future events and are not guarantees of future
performance. We encourage you to read carefully all information provided in this Quarterly Report and in our other filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission before deciding to invest in our stock or to maintain or change your investment. These forward-looking statements are based on information as of the
filing date of this Quarterly Report, and we undertake no obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statement for any reason.
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PART I - FINANCIAL INFORMATION

ITEM 1 - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INTUIT INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS (unaudited)

 Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions, except per share amounts) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Net revenue:   

Product $ 533 $ 443 $ 1,395 $ 1,341 
Service and other 3,640 2,559 5,677 4,522 

Total net revenue 4,173 3,002 7,072 5,863 
Costs and expenses:   

Cost of revenue:   
Cost of product revenue 16 16 53 57 
Cost of service and other revenue 565 405 1,130 982 
Amortization of acquired technology 14 5 35 17 

Selling and marketing 857 648 1,799 1,624 
Research and development 464 332 1,157 999 
General and administrative 289 181 708 486 
Amortization of other acquired intangible assets 54 2 92 5 

Total costs and expenses 2,259 1,589 4,974 4,170 
Operating income 1,914 1,413 2,098 1,693 

Interest expense (7) (2) (22) (7)
Interest and other income (loss), net 14 (3) 77 26 
Income before income taxes 1,921 1,408 2,153 1,712 
Income tax provision 457 324 471 331 
Net income $ 1,464 $ 1,084 $ 1,682 $ 1,381 

Basic net income per share $ 5.36 $ 4.15 $ 6.26 $ 5.29 

Shares used in basic per share calculations 273 261 269 261 

Diluted net income per share $ 5.30 $ 4.11 $ 6.20 $ 5.24 

Shares used in diluted per share calculations 276 264 271 264 

Cash dividends declared per common share $ 0.59 $ 0.53 $ 1.77 $ 1.59 

See accompanying notes.
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INTUIT INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (unaudited)

 Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020

Net income $ 1,464 $ 1,084 $ 1,682 $ 1,381 
Other comprehensive income (loss), net of income taxes:

Unrealized loss on available-for-sale debt securities (2) (2) (3) — 
Foreign currency translation gain (loss) 1 (7) 11 (8)

Total other comprehensive income (loss), net (1) (9) 8 (8)
Comprehensive income $ 1,463 $ 1,075 $ 1,690 $ 1,373 

See accompanying notes.
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INTUIT INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS (unaudited)

(In millions)
April 30, 
2021

July 31, 
2020

ASSETS   
Current assets:   

Cash and cash equivalents $ 3,164 $ 6,442 
Investments 952 608 
Accounts receivable, net 554 149 
Income taxes receivable 4 12 
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 305 314 

Current assets before funds held for customers 4,979 7,525 
Funds held for customers 348 455 

Total current assets 5,327 7,980 
Long-term investments 41 19 
Property and equipment, net 791 734 
Operating lease right-of-use assets 370 226 
Goodwill 5,614 1,654 
Acquired intangible assets, net 3,321 28 
Long-term deferred income taxes 7 65 
Other assets 287 225 

Total assets $ 15,758 $ 10,931 

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY   
Current liabilities:   

Short-term debt $ — $ 1,338 
Accounts payable 601 305 
Accrued compensation and related liabilities 476 482 
Deferred revenue 650 652 
Income taxes payable 218 11 
Other current liabilities 419 286 

Current liabilities before customer fund deposits 2,364 3,074 
Customer fund deposits 348 455 

Total current liabilities 2,712 3,529 
Long-term debt 2,033 2,031 
Long-term deferred income tax liabilities 637 2 
Operating lease liabilities 365 221 
Other long-term obligations 56 42 

Total liabilities 5,803 5,825 
Commitments and contingencies
Stockholders’ equity:   

Preferred stock — — 
Common stock and additional paid-in capital 10,382 6,182 
Treasury stock, at cost (12,484) (11,929)
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (24) (32)
Retained earnings 12,081 10,885 

Total stockholders’ equity 9,955 5,106 
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity $ 15,758 $ 10,931 

See accompanying notes
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INTUIT INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY (unaudited)

Three Months Ended April 30, 2021

(In millions, except shares in thousands)

Shares of 
Common 
Stock

Common 
Stock and 
Additional 

Paid-In Capital
Treasury 
Stock

Accumulated 
Other 

Comprehensive 
Loss

Retained 
Earnings

Total 
Stockholders' 

Equity
Balance at January 31, 2021 273,961 $ 10,212 $ (12,104) $ (23) $ 10,783 $ 8,868 
Comprehensive income — — — (1) 1,464 1,463 
Issuance of stock under employee stock plans, net of shares
withheld for employee taxes 423 (48) — — — (48)
Stock repurchases under stock repurchase programs (954) — (380) — — (380)
Dividends and dividend rights declared ($0.59 per share) — — — — (166) (166)
Share-based compensation expense — 218 — — — 218 
Balance at April 30, 2021 273,430 $ 10,382 $ (12,484) $ (24) $ 12,081 $ 9,955 

Nine Months Ended April 30, 2021

(In millions, except shares in thousands)

Shares of 
Common 
Stock

Common 
Stock and 
Additional 

Paid-In Capital
Treasury 
Stock

Accumulated 
Other 

Comprehensive 
Loss

Retained 
Earnings

Total 
Stockholders' 

Equity
Balance at July 31, 2020 261,740 $ 6,182 $ (11,929) $ (32) $ 10,885 $ 5,106 
Comprehensive income — — — 8 1,682 1,690 
Issuance of stock under employee stock plans, net of shares
withheld for employee taxes 1,790 (108) — — — (108)
Stock repurchases under stock repurchase programs (1,424) — (555) — — (555)
Dividends and dividend rights declared ($1.77 per share) — — — — (486) (486)
Share-based compensation expense — 510 — — — 510 
Issuance of stock in business combination 11,324 3,798 — — — 3,798 
Balance at April 30, 2021 273,430 $ 10,382 $ (12,484) $ (24) $ 12,081 $ 9,955 

Three Months Ended April 30, 2020

(In millions, except shares in thousands)

Shares of 
Common 
Stock

Common 
Stock and 
Additional 

Paid-In Capital
Treasury 
Stock

Accumulated 
Other 

Comprehensive 
Loss

Retained 
Earnings

Total 
Stockholders' 

Equity
Balance at January 31, 2020 260,517 $ 6,014 $ (11,889) $ (35) $ 9,637 $ 3,727 
Comprehensive income — — — (9) 1,084 1,075 
Issuance of stock under employee stock plans, net of shares
withheld for employee taxes 369 14 — — — 14 
Stock repurchases under stock repurchase programs (137) — (40) — — (40)
Dividends and dividend rights declared ($0.53 per share) — — — — (140) (140)
Share-based compensation expense — 104 — — — 104 
Balance at April 30, 2020 260,749 $ 6,132 $ (11,929) $ (44) $ 10,581 $ 4,740 

Nine Months Ended April 30, 2020

(In millions, except shares in thousands)

Shares of 
Common 
Stock

Common 
Stock and 
Additional 

Paid-In Capital
Treasury 
Stock

Accumulated 
Other 

Comprehensive 
Loss

Retained 
Earnings

Total 
Stockholders' 

Equity
Balance at July 31, 2019 260,180 $ 5,775 $ (11,611) $ (36) $ 9,621 $ 3,749 
Comprehensive income — — — (8) 1,381 1,373 
Issuance of stock under employee stock plans, net of shares
withheld for employee taxes 1,745 33 — — — 33 
Stock repurchases under stock repurchase programs (1,176) — (318) — — (318)
Dividends and dividend rights declared ($1.59 per share) — — — — (421) (421)
Share-based compensation expense — 324 — — — 324 
Balance at April 30, 2020 260,749 $ 6,132 $ (11,929) $ (44) $ 10,581 $ 4,740 

See accompanying notes.
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INTUIT INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS (unaudited)

Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Cash flows from operating activities:   

Net income $ 1,682 $ 1,381 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation 122 145 
Amortization of acquired intangible assets 128 23 
Non-cash operating lease cost 45 46 
Share-based compensation expense 509 321 
Deferred income taxes 69 (102)
Other (49) 22 

Total adjustments 824 455 
Originations of loans held for sale (41) — 
Sale and principal payments of loans held for sale 144 — 
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Accounts receivable (267) (132)
Income taxes receivable 68 58 
Prepaid expenses and other assets (7) (55)
Accounts payable 194 111 
Accrued compensation and related liabilities (122) (32)
Deferred revenue (13) 15 
Income taxes payable 206 322 
Operating lease liabilities (45) (42)
Other liabilities 85 46 

Total changes in operating assets and liabilities 99 291 
Net cash provided by operating activities 2,708 2,127 

Cash flows from investing activities:   
Purchases of corporate and customer fund investments (904) (487)
Sales of corporate and customer fund investments 152 105 
Maturities of corporate and customer fund investments 401 408 
Purchases of property and equipment (101) (107)
Acquisitions of businesses, net of cash acquired (3,064) — 
Originations of term loans to small businesses (135) (240)
Principal repayments of term loans from small businesses 86 229 
Other 37 (19)

Net cash used in investing activities (3,528) (111)
Cash flows from financing activities:   

Repayments on borrowings under unsecured revolving credit facility (1,000) — 
Repayment of debt (338) (38)
Proceeds from issuance of stock under employee stock plans 137 160 
Payments for employee taxes withheld upon vesting of restricted stock units (245) (128)
Cash paid for purchases of treasury stock (542) (323)
Dividends and dividend rights paid (482) (419)
Net change in customer fund deposits (107) (47)
Other (2) (1)
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Net cash used in financing activities (2,579) (796)
Effect of exchange rates on cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents 14 (12)
Net increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents (3,385) 1,208 
Cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents at beginning of period 6,697 2,352 
Cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents at end of period $ 3,312 $ 3,560 

Reconciliation of cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents reported within the condensed
consolidated balance sheets to the total amounts reported on the condensed consolidated statements of cash flows

Cash and cash equivalents $ 3,164 $ 3,371 
Restricted cash and restricted cash equivalents included in funds held for customers 148 189 

Total cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents at end of period $ 3,312 $ 3,560 

Supplemental schedule of non-cash investing activities:
Issuance of common stock in a business combination $ 3,798 $ — 

See accompanying notes.
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INTUIT INC.
NOTES TO CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (unaudited)

1. Description of Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 

Description of Business

Intuit helps consumers, small businesses, and the self-employed prosper by delivering financial management and compliance products and services. We also
provide specialized tax products to accounting professionals, who are key partners that help us serve small business customers.

Our flagship brands, QuickBooks, TurboTax, and Mint, help customers run their small businesses, pay employees and send invoices, separate business and
personal expenses, track their money, and file income taxes. ProSeries and Lacerte are our leading tax preparation offerings for professional accountants. On
December 3, 2020 we acquired Credit Karma, Inc. (Credit Karma), a consumer technology platform that enables us to provide personalized financial offers to
members including credit cards, loans, insurance, and savings and checking accounts. Incorporated in 1984 and headquartered in Mountain View, California, we
sell our products and services primarily in the United States.

Basis of Presentation

These condensed consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of Intuit and its wholly owned subsidiaries. We have eliminated all significant
intercompany balances and transactions in consolidation. We have included all adjustments, consisting only of normal recurring items, which we considered
necessary for a fair presentation of our financial results for the interim periods presented. We have reclassified certain amounts previously reported in our
financial statements to conform to the current presentation, including amounts related to reportable segments. In August 2020, we reorganized certain technology
and customer success functions that support and benefit our overall platform. Additionally, certain legal, facility and employee service costs are now managed at
the corporate level. As a result, these costs are no longer included in segment operating income and are now included in other corporate expenses. For the three
and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we reclassified $43 million and $131 million from Small Business & Self-Employed, $29 million and $82 million from
Consumer, and $3 million and $10 million from ProConnect to other corporate expenses. In August 2020, we also renamed our Strategic Partner segment as the
ProConnect segment. This segment continues to serve professional accountants. See Note 12, "Segment Information," for more information.

On December 3, 2020 we acquired Credit Karma, a consumer technology platform. We have included the results of operations for Credit Karma in our condensed
consolidated statements of operations from the date of acquisition. Credit Karma operates as a separate reportable segment. See Note 12, "Segment
Information," for more information.

These unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes should be read together with the audited consolidated financial
statements in Part II, Item 8 of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2020. Results for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 do not
necessarily indicate the results we expect for the fiscal year ending July 31, 2021 or any other future period.

Seasonality
Our Consumer and ProConnect offerings have a significant and distinct seasonal pattern as sales and revenue from our income tax preparation products and
services are heavily concentrated in the period from November through April. This seasonal pattern typically results in higher net revenues during our second and
third quarters ending January 31 and April 30, respectively.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the timing of tax filing seasons for fiscal 2021 and fiscal 2020 varied significantly. In fiscal 2020, the IRS began accepting returns
on January 27, 2020 and the tax filing deadline was July 15, 2020. In fiscal 2021, the IRS began accepting returns on February 12, 2021 and the tax filing
deadline was May 17, 2021. The inconsistent tax filing seasons during fiscal 2021 and 2020 impacted our revenue and results of operations for the three and nine
months ended April 30, 2021 and April 30, 2020.

Significant Accounting Policies
We describe our significant accounting policies in Note 1 to the financial statements in Part II, Item 8 of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
July 31, 2020. See the discussion of changes to our policy for revenue recognition due to the acquisition of Credit Karma below and the adoption of accounting
pronouncements in "Accounting Standards Recently Adopted" below. There have been no other changes to our significant accounting policies during the first nine
months of fiscal 2021.
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Revenue Recognition Update

Revenue from our Credit Karma segment is primarily comprised of revenue from the delivery of qualified links that result in completed actions, or cost-per-action
transactions. Credit Karma also generates revenue from cost-per-click, cost-per-lead, and to a lesser extent, cost-per-advertisement impression transactions. All
revenue from our Credit Karma segment is included in service and other revenue on our condensed consolidated statement of operations.

Cost-per-action revenue is earned based on a pre-determined fee for approved actions such as when credit cards are issued or when personal loans and other
loans to businesses are funded and is recognized as the actions are completed.

Cost-per-click and cost-per-lead revenue is primarily related to mortgage and insurance businesses. Cost-per-click revenue is earned as users click on our
customers' advertisements and is recognized based on the number of clicks recorded each month. Cost-per-lead revenue is earned via customer advertisements
that allow the generation of leads from consumers interested in the advertised products and is recognized at the time a consumer request or lead is delivered to
the customer.

Use of Estimates

In preparing our condensed consolidated financial statements in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), we make certain
judgments, estimates, and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in our financial statements and the disclosures made in the accompanying notes. For
example, we use judgments and estimates in determining how revenue should be recognized. These judgments and estimates include identifying performance
obligations, determining if the performance obligations are distinct, determining the standalone sales price (SSP) and timing of revenue recognition for each
distinct performance obligation, and estimating variable consideration to be included in the transaction price. We use estimates in determining the collectibility of
accounts receivable and notes receivable, the appropriate levels of various accruals including accruals for litigation contingencies, the discount rate used to
calculate lease liabilities, the amount of our worldwide tax provision, the realizability of deferred tax assets, the credit losses of available-for-sale debt securities,
and the fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed for business combinations. We also use estimates in determining the remaining economic lives and
fair values of acquired intangible assets, property and equipment, and other long-lived assets. In addition, we use assumptions to estimate the fair value of
reporting units and share-based compensation. Despite our intention to establish accurate estimates and use reasonable assumptions, actual results may differ
from our estimates. Additionally, in the context of the ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic, while there has been no material impact on our estimates to date, in
future periods, facts and circumstances could change and impact our estimates.

Computation of Net Income (Loss) Per Share

We compute basic net income or loss per share using the weighted average number of common shares outstanding during the period. We compute diluted net
income per share using the weighted average number of common shares and dilutive potential common shares outstanding during the period. Dilutive potential
common shares consist of the shares issuable upon the exercise of stock options and upon the vesting of restricted stock units (RSUs) under the treasury stock
method.

We include stock options with combined exercise prices and unrecognized compensation expense that are less than the average market price for our common
stock, and RSUs with unrecognized compensation expense that is less than the average market price for our common stock, in the calculation of diluted net
income per share. We exclude stock options with combined exercise prices and unrecognized compensation expense that are greater than the average market
price for our common stock, and RSUs with unrecognized compensation expense that is greater than the average market price for our common stock, from the
calculation of diluted net income per share because their effect is anti-dilutive. Under the treasury stock method, the amount that must be paid to exercise stock
options and the amount of compensation expense for future service that we have not yet recognized for stock options and RSUs are assumed to be used to
repurchase shares.

All of the RSUs we grant have dividend rights. Dividend rights are accumulated and paid when the underlying RSUs vest. Since the dividend rights are subject to
the same vesting requirements as the underlying equity awards they are considered a contingent transfer of value. Consequently, the RSUs are not considered
participating securities and we do not present them separately in earnings per share.

In loss periods, basic net loss per share and diluted net loss per share are the same since the effect of potential common shares is anti-dilutive and therefore
excluded.
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The following table presents the composition of shares used in the computation of basic and diluted net income per share for the periods indicated.

 Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions, except per share amounts) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Numerator:     
Net income $ 1,464 $ 1,084 $ 1,682 $ 1,381 

Denominator:     
Shares used in basic per share amounts:     

Weighted average common shares outstanding 273 261 269 261 

Shares used in diluted per share amounts:
Weighted average common shares outstanding 273 261 269 261 
Dilutive common equivalent shares from stock options
and restricted stock awards 3 3 2 3 

Dilutive weighted average common shares outstanding 276 264 271 264 

Basic and diluted net income per share:     
Basic net income per share $ 5.36 $ 4.15 $ 6.26 $ 5.29 

Diluted net income per share $ 5.30 $ 4.11 $ 6.20 $ 5.24 

Shares excluded from diluted net income per share:
Weighted average stock options and restricted stock units that have been excluded from
dilutive common equivalent shares outstanding due to their anti-dilutive effect — — — — 

Deferred Revenue

We record deferred revenue when we have entered into a contract with a customer and cash payments are received or due prior to transfer of control or
satisfaction of the related performance obligation. During the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021, we recognized revenue of $83 million and $626 million,
respectively, that was included in deferred revenue at July 31, 2020. During the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we recognized revenue of $89
million and $598 million, respectively, that was included in deferred revenue at July 31, 2019.

Our performance obligations are generally satisfied within 12 months of the initial contract date. As of April 30, 2021 and July 31, 2020, the deferred revenue
balance related to performance obligations that will be satisfied after 12 months was $7 million and $13 million, respectively, and is included in other long-term
obligations on our condensed consolidated balance sheets.

Notes Receivable and Allowances for Loan Losses

Notes receivable held for investment consist of term loans to small businesses and are included in prepaid expenses and other current assets and other assets
on our condensed consolidated balance sheets. As of April 30, 2021 and July 31, 2020, the notes receivable balances were $93 million and $40 million,
respectively, and the allowances for loan losses were not material. The term loans are not secured and are recorded at amortized cost, net of allowances for loan
losses. We maintain an allowance for loan losses to reserve for potentially uncollectible notes receivable. We evaluate the creditworthiness of our loan portfolio
on a pooled basis due to its composition of small, homogeneous loans with similar general credit risk and characteristics and apply a loss rate at the time of loan
origination. The loss rate and underlying model are updated periodically to reflect actual loan performance and changes in assumptions. We make judgments
about the known and inherent risks in the loan portfolio, adverse situations that may affect borrowers’ ability to repay and current economic conditions. When we
determine that amounts are uncollectible, we write them off against the allowance.

Paycheck Protection Program – In April 2020, Intuit was approved as a non-bank Small Business Administration (SBA) lender for the Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP). The PPP was authorized under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) to provide small businesses loans to pay
payroll and group health costs, salaries and commissions, mortgage and rent payments, utilities, and interest on other debt which is designed to provide
assistance to small businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic. Lending under the program expired on August 8, 2020. All of the loans held for sale under this
program have been sold. When loans under this program do not qualify to be sold, they are held for investment. As of April 30, 2021 and July 31, 2020, PPP
loans held for investment were not material and are included in prepaid expenses and other current assets and other assets on our condensed consolidated
balance sheets. The SBA re-opened the PPP in January 2021 under the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act of 2021. We are
marketing and referring small businesses to another lender under the re-opened program, but will not be originating or servicing loans in this round of the
program.
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Concentration of Credit Risk and Significant Customers

No customer accounted for 10% or more of total net revenue in the three or nine months ended April 30, 2021 or April 30, 2020. No customer accounted for 10%
or more of gross accounts receivable at April 30, 2021 or July 31, 2020.

Accounting Standards Recently Adopted

Internal-Use Software – In August 2018 the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Accounting Standards Update (ASU) 2018-15, “Intangibles—
Goodwill and Other (Topic 350): Internal-Use Software.” This standard aligns the requirements for capitalizing implementation costs incurred in a cloud computing
arrangement that is a service contract with the requirements for capitalizing implementation costs incurred to develop or obtain internal-use software. We adopted
this standard in the first quarter of our fiscal year beginning August 1, 2020 on a prospective basis. The adoption did not have a material impact on our condensed
consolidated financial statements.

Goodwill Impairment – In January 2017 the FASB issued ASU 2017-04, “Intangibles—Goodwill and Other (Topic 350): Simplifying the Test for Goodwill
Impairment.” This standard eliminates Step 2 from the goodwill impairment test. Instead, an entity should compare the fair value of a reporting unit with its
carrying amount and recognize an impairment charge for the amount by which the carrying amount exceeds the reporting unit's fair value, not to exceed the total
amount of goodwill allocated to the reporting unit. We adopted this standard in the first quarter of our fiscal year beginning August 1, 2020 on a prospective basis
and will apply the guidance during our annual goodwill impairment test for the year ending July 31, 2021. The adoption did not have a material impact on our
condensed consolidated financial statements.

Financial Instruments – In June 2016 the FASB issued ASU 2016-13, “Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic 326).” This standard requires the
measurement of all expected credit losses for financial assets held at the reporting date based on historical experience, current conditions, and reasonable and
supportable forecasts. We adopted this standard in the first quarter of our fiscal year beginning August 1, 2020. The adoption did not have a material impact on
our condensed consolidated financial statements.

2. Fair Value Measurements 

Fair Value Hierarchy

The authoritative guidance defines fair value as the price that would be received from the sale of an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants on the measurement date. When determining fair value, we consider the principal or most advantageous market for an asset or
liability and assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset or liability. In addition, we consider and use all valuation methods that are
appropriate in estimating the fair value of an asset or liability.

The authoritative guidance establishes a fair value hierarchy that is based on the extent and level of judgment used to estimate the fair value of assets and
liabilities. In general, the authoritative guidance requires us to maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs when
measuring fair value. An asset or liability’s categorization within the fair value hierarchy is based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to the
measurement of its fair value. The three levels of input defined by the authoritative guidance are as follows:

• Level 1 uses unadjusted quoted prices that are available in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

• Level 2 uses inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are either directly or indirectly observable through correlation with market data.
These include quoted prices in active markets for similar assets or liabilities; quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in markets that are
not active; and inputs to valuation models or other pricing methodologies that do not require significant judgment because the inputs used in the model,
such as interest rates and volatility, can be corroborated by readily observable market data for substantially the full term of the assets or liabilities.

• Level 3 uses one or more unobservable inputs that are supported by little or no market activity and that are significant to the determination of fair value.
Level 3 assets and liabilities include those whose fair values are determined using pricing models, discounted cash flow methodologies or similar
valuation techniques and significant management judgment or estimation.
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Assets and Liabilities Measured at Fair Value on a Recurring Basis

The following table summarizes financial assets and financial liabilities that we measured at fair value on a recurring basis at the dates indicated, classified in
accordance with the fair value hierarchy described above.

April 30, 2021 July 31, 2020

(In millions) Level 1 Level 2
Total 

Fair Value Level 1 Level 2
Total 

Fair Value

Assets:       
Cash equivalents, primarily money market funds and time deposits $ 2,090 $ — $ 2,090 $ 5,765 $ — $ 5,765 
Available-for-sale debt securities:       

Municipal bonds — 34 34 — 9 9 
Corporate notes — 1,061 1,061 — 752 752 
U.S. agency securities — 57 57 — 47 47 

Total available-for-sale debt securities — 1,152 1,152 — 808 808 
Total assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis $ 2,090 $ 1,152 $ 3,242 $ 5,765 $ 808 $ 6,573 
Liabilities:
Senior unsecured notes $ — $ 1,980 $ 1,980 $ — $ 2,042 $ 2,042 

Carrying value on our balance sheets at April 30, 2021 and July 31, 2020 was $1.99 billion and $1.98 billion, respectively. See Note 7, “Long-Term Obligations and
Commitments,” for more information.

The following table summarizes our cash equivalents and available-for-sale debt securities by balance sheet classification and level in the fair value hierarchy at
the dates indicated.

April 30, 2021 July 31, 2020

(In millions) Level 1 Level 2
Total 

Fair Value Level 1 Level 2
Total 

Fair Value

Cash equivalents:       
In cash and cash equivalents $ 2,090 $ — $ 2,090 $ 5,765 $ — $ 5,765 

Available-for-sale debt securities:       
In investments $ — $ 952 $ 952 $ — $ 608 $ 608 
In funds held for customers — 200 200 — 200 200 

Total available-for-sale debt securities $ — $ 1,152 $ 1,152 $ — $ 808 $ 808 

We value our Level 1 assets, consisting primarily of money market funds and time deposits, using quoted prices in active markets for identical instruments.

Financial assets whose fair values we measure on a recurring basis using Level 2 inputs consist of municipal bonds, corporate notes, and U.S. agency securities.
We measure the fair values of these assets with the help of a pricing service that either provides quoted market prices in active markets for identical or similar
securities or uses observable inputs for their pricing without applying significant adjustments. Our fair value processes include controls designed to ensure that we
record appropriate fair values for our Level 2 investments. These controls include comparison to pricing provided by a secondary pricing service or investment
manager, validation of pricing sources and models, review of key model inputs, analysis of period-over-period price fluctuations, and independent recalculation of
prices where appropriate.

Financial assets whose fair values we measure using Level 3 inputs consist of loans held for sale. These loans are recorded at the lower of cost or fair value and
totaled $98 million at July 31, 2020. The difference between cost and fair value on that date was not material. We had no loans held for sale at April 30, 2021.

Financial liabilities whose fair values we measure using Level 2 inputs consist of senior unsecured notes. See Note 7, “Long-Term Obligations and
Commitments,” for more information. We measure the fair value of our senior unsecured notes based on their trading prices and the interest rates we could obtain
for other borrowings with similar terms.

There were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy during the nine months ended April 30, 2021.

(1)

(1) 
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Assets and Liabilities Measured at Fair Value on a Non-Recurring Basis

Long-term investments represent non-marketable equity securities in privately held companies that do not have a readily determinable fair value. They are
accounted for at cost and adjusted based on observable price changes from orderly transactions for identical or similar investments of the same issuer or
impairment. These investments are classified as Level 3 in the fair value hierarchy because we estimate the value based on valuation methods which may include
a combination of the observable transaction price at the transaction date and other unobservable inputs including volatility, rights, and obligations of the
investments we hold. As of April 30, 2021 and July 31, 2020, the carrying value of long-term investments was $41 million and $19 million, respectively, and
adjustments to the carrying value of these investments for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 were not significant.

3. Cash and Cash Equivalents, Investments, and Funds Held for Customers 

We consider highly liquid investments with maturities of three months or less at the date of purchase to be cash equivalents. In all periods presented, cash
equivalents consist primarily of money market funds and time deposits. Investments consist primarily of investment-grade available-for-sale debt securities. Funds
held for customers represent cash held on behalf of our customers that is invested in cash and cash equivalents and investment-grade available-for-sale
securities, restricted for use solely for the purpose of satisfying amounts we owe on behalf of our customers. Except for direct obligations of the United States
government, securities issued by agencies of the United States government, and money market funds, we diversify our investments in debt securities by limiting
our holdings with any individual issuer.

The following table summarizes our cash and cash equivalents, investments, and funds held for customers by balance sheet classification at the dates indicated.

 April 30, 2021 July 31, 2020

(In millions)
Amortized 

Cost Fair Value
Amortized 

Cost Fair Value
Classification on condensed consolidated balance sheets:     
Cash and cash equivalents $ 3,164 $ 3,164 $ 6,442 $ 6,442 
Investments 948 952 600 608 
Funds held for customers 347 348 455 455 
Total cash and cash equivalents, investments, and funds 
held for customers $ 4,459 $ 4,464 $ 7,497 $ 7,505 

The following table summarizes our cash and cash equivalents, investments, and funds held for customers by investment category at the dates indicated.

 April 30, 2021 July 31, 2020

(In millions)
Amortized 

Cost Fair Value
Amortized 

Cost Fair Value
Type of issue:     
Total cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, 
and restricted cash equivalents $ 3,312 $ 3,312 $ 6,697 $ 6,697 
Available-for-sale debt securities:

Municipal bonds 34 34 9 9 
Corporate notes 1,057 1,061 744 752 
U.S. agency securities 56 57 47 47 
Total available-for-sale debt securities 1,147 1,152 800 808 

Total cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, restricted cash equivalents, and
investments $ 4,459 $ 4,464 $ 7,497 $ 7,505 

We use the specific identification method to compute gains and losses on investments. We include realized gains and losses on our available-for-sale debt
securities in interest and other income on our condensed consolidated statements of operations. Gross realized gains and losses on our available-for-sale debt
securities for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 and April 30, 2020 were not significant.

We accumulate unrealized gains and losses on our available-for-sale debt securities, net of tax, in accumulated other comprehensive income or loss in the
stockholders’ equity section of our condensed consolidated balance sheets, except for certain unrealized losses described below. Gross unrealized gains and
losses on our available-for-sale debt securities at April 30, 2021 and July 31, 2020 were not significant.
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For available-for sale debt securities in an unrealized loss position, we determine whether a credit loss exists. The estimate of the credit loss is determined by
considering available information relevant to the collectibility of the security and information about past events, current conditions, and reasonable and
supportable forecasts. The allowance for credit loss is recorded to interest and other income on our condensed consolidated statement of operations, not to
exceed the amount of the unrealized loss. Any excess unrealized loss greater than the credit loss at a security level is recognized in accumulated other
comprehensive income or loss in the stockholders' equity section of our condensed consolidated balance sheets. We determined there were no credit losses
related to available-for-sale securities as of April 30, 2021. Unrealized losses on available-for-sale debt securities at April 30, 2021 were not significant. We do not
intend to sell these investments. In addition, it is more likely than not that we will not be required to sell them before recovery of the amortized cost basis, which
may be at maturity.

The following table summarizes our available-for-sale debt securities, included in investments and funds held for customers, classified by the stated maturity date
of the security at the dates indicated.

 April 30, 2021 July 31, 2020

(In millions)
Amortized 

Cost Fair Value
Amortized 

Cost Fair Value
Due within one year $ 419 $ 421 $ 389 $ 390 
Due within two years 334 336 256 261 
Due within three years 390 391 137 139 
Due after three years 4 4 18 18 

Total available-for-sale debt securities $ 1,147 $ 1,152 $ 800 $ 808 

The following table summarizes our funds held for customers by investment category at the dates indicated.

(In millions) April 30, 2021
July 31, 
2020

Restricted cash and restricted cash equivalents $ 148 $ 255 
Restricted available-for-sale debt securities 200 200 

Total funds held for customers $ 348 $ 455 

(In millions) April 30, 2020
July 31, 
2019

Restricted cash and restricted cash equivalents $ 189 $ 236 
Restricted available-for-sale debt securities 200 200 

Total funds held for customers $ 389 $ 436 

4. Goodwill and Acquired Intangible Assets

Goodwill
Changes in the carrying value of goodwill by reportable segment during the nine months ended April 30, 2021 were as shown in the following table. Our
reportable segments are described in Note 12, “Segment Information.”

(In millions)
Balance 

 July 31, 2020
Goodwill 
Acquired

Foreign Currency
Translation

Balance April
30, 2021

Small Business & Self-Employed $ 1,518 $ 59 $ 1 $ 1,578 
Consumer 42 — — 42 
ProConnect 94 — 1 95 
Credit Karma — 3,899 — 3,899 

Totals $ 1,654 $ 3,958 $ 2 $ 5,614 

Goodwill is net of accumulated impairment losses of $114 million, which were recorded prior to July 31, 2020 and are included in our Consumer segment. The
fiscal 2021 increase in goodwill in our new Credit Karma segment was primarily due to the acquisition of Credit Karma. See Note 5, "Business Combinations."
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Acquired Intangible Assets
The following table shows the cost, accumulated amortization and weighted average life in years for our acquired intangible assets at the dates indicated. The
increases in intangible assets during the nine months ended April 30, 2021 were primarily due to the acquisition of Credit Karma. See Note 5, "Business
Combinations." The weighted average lives are calculated for assets that are not fully amortized.

(Dollars in millions)

Customer 
Lists / User
Relationships

Purchased 
Technology

Trade 
Names 

and Logos

Covenants 
Not to 

Compete 
or Sue Total

At April 30, 2021:      
Cost $ 3,038 $ 686 $ 400 $ 42 $ 4,166 
Accumulated amortization (330) (439) (35) (41) (845)

Acquired intangible assets, net $ 2,708 $ 247 $ 365 $ 1 $ 3,321 

Weighted average life in years 15 5 15 3 14

At July 31, 2020:      
Cost $ 256 $ 421 $ 25 $ 42 $ 744 
Accumulated amortization (248) (404) (25) (39) (716)

Acquired intangible assets, net $ 8 $ 17 $ — $ 3 $ 28 

Weighted average life in years 5 3 0 3 4

The following table shows the expected future amortization expense for our acquired intangible assets at April 30, 2021. Amortization of purchased technology is
charged to amortization of acquired technology in our consolidated statements of operations. Amortization of other acquired intangible assets such as customer
lists is charged to amortization of other acquired intangible assets in our consolidated statements of operations. If impairment events occur, they could accelerate
the timing of acquired intangible asset charges.

(In millions)

Expected 
Future 

Amortization 
Expense

Twelve months ending July 31,  
2021 (excluding the nine months ended April 30, 2021) $ 69 
2022 274 
2023 264 
2024 248 
2025 247 
Thereafter 2,219 

Total expected future amortization expense $ 3,321 

5. Business Combinations

Credit Karma
On December 3, 2020 we acquired all of the outstanding shares of Credit Karma, a consumer technology platform. We acquired Credit Karma to help consumers
unlock smart money decisions and accelerate our mission of powering prosperity around the world, by creating a personal financial assistant that helps
consumers find the right financial products, put more money in their pockets and access financial expertise and advice. Credit Karma is a separate reportable
segment. See Note 12, "Segment Information," for more information. We have included the financial results of Credit Karma in the condensed consolidated
financial statements from the date of acquisition. For the nine months ended April 30, 2021 and April 30, 2020, the transaction costs associated with the
acquisition were approximately $31 million and $10 million, respectively, and were recorded in general and administrative expenses.

We acquired Credit Karma for total consideration of $8.1 billion which included assumed equity awards and restricted shares subject to a revest provision.
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The fair value of the purchase price totaled $7.2 billion and included $3.4 billion in cash, 10.6 million shares of Intuit common stock with a fair value of $3.8 billion
and assumed equity awards for services rendered through the acquisition date of $47 million.

We also issued shares of common stock with a fair value of $275 million which are restricted due to a revest provision, and are being expensed over a service
period of three years. The share-based compensation expense related to these restricted shares is non-deductible for income tax purposes. Additionally, we
assumed equity awards for future services with a fair value of $663 million that are being charged to expense over the remaining service periods, which average
approximately three years.

The fair value of the stock consideration is based on the December 2, 2020 closing price of Intuit common stock of $355.49.

As part of the merger agreement, following the close of the transaction, we issued approximately $300 million of restricted stock units to the employees of Credit
Karma, which is being charged to expense over a service period of four years.

The preliminary allocation of the Credit Karma purchase price is as follows:

(In millions) Amount
Cash and cash equivalents $ 436 
Accounts receivable, net 141 
Income taxes receivable 59 
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 8 
Long-term investments 3 
Property and equipment, net 63 
Operating lease right-of-use assets 167 
Goodwill 3,899 
Intangible assets 3,372 
Other assets 83 
Accounts payable (86)
Accrued compensation and related liabilities (113)
Other current liabilities (24)
Operating lease liabilities (172)
Long-term deferred income tax liabilities (632)
Other long-term obligations (10)

Total preliminary purchase price allocation $ 7,194 

The excess of purchase consideration over the fair value of the net assets acquired was recorded as goodwill, which is primarily attributed to the assembled
workforce of Credit Karma and the synergies expected to be achieved. This goodwill is assigned to the new Credit Karma segment and is non-deductible for
income tax purposes. The fair values assigned to tangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed are preliminary based on management's estimates and
assumptions and may be subject to change as additional information is received and certain tax returns are finalized. We expect to finalize the valuation as soon
as practicable, but not later than one year from the acquisition date.

Intangible assets consist of user relationships, trade names/trademarks, purchased technology, and partner relationships. We amortize purchased intangible
assets on a straight-line basis over their respective useful lives. The weighted average life of the total acquired identifiable intangible assets is 14.4 years. The
following table presents the details of identifiable intangible assets acquired.

(In millions, except years) Estimated Useful Life Amount
User relationships 15 years $ 2,781 
Trade names/Trademarks 15 years 375 
Purchased technology 6 years 216 

Total identifiable intangible assets $ 3,372 
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The following table summarizes the long-term deferred income tax liabilities included in the purchase price allocation above:

(In millions) Amount
Intangibles $ (850)
Federal and state net operating loss carryforwards 132 
Federal research and experimentation credit carryforwards 51 
Other, net 35 

Total long-term deferred income tax liabilities $ (632)

The unaudited financial information in the table below summarizes the combined results of operations of Intuit and Credit Karma on a pro forma basis, as though
the companies had been combined as of the beginning of our fiscal 2020. These pro forma results were based on estimates and assumptions, which we believe
are reasonable. The pro forma financial information is presented for informational purposes only and is not indicative of the results of operations that would have
been achieved if the acquisition had taken place at the beginning of our fiscal 2020. The pro forma financial information assumes our senior unsecured notes
were issued as of the beginning of our fiscal 2020 and includes adjustments to share-based compensation expense, amortization for acquired intangible assets,
interest expense, transaction costs, capitalization and amortization of certain activities associated with the development of internal use software to conform with
Intuit's accounting policy, and related tax effects.

The pro forma financial information for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 combines our results for the nine months ended April 30, 2021, which include the
results of Credit Karma subsequent to December 3, 2020, and the historical results for Credit Karma for the three months ended September 30, 2020 and one
month ended November 30, 2020. The pro forma financial information for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020 combines our historical results for
those periods with the historical results of Credit Karma for the three and nine months ended March 31, 2020.

The following table summarizes the pro forma financial information:

 Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Total revenue $ 4,173 $ 3,242 $ 7,315 $ 6,623 
Net income $ 1,476 $ 949 $ 1,581 $ 1,027 
Basic net income per share $ 5.41 $ 3.49 $ 5.77 $ 3.78 
Diluted net income per share $ 5.35 $ 3.46 $ 5.71 $ 3.73 

6. Current Liabilities

Short-Term Debt

On May 2, 2019 we entered into an amended and restated credit agreement with certain institutional lenders with an aggregate principal amount of $1.4 billion,
including a $1 billion unsecured revolving credit facility that matures on May 2, 2024 and a $400 million unsecured term loan that was due on February 1, 2021.

Unsecured Revolving Credit Facility

The amended and restated credit agreement we entered into on May 2, 2019 includes a $1 billion unsecured revolving credit facility that will expire on May 2,
2024. Under this agreement we may, subject to certain customary conditions including lender approval, on one or more occasions increase commitments under
the unsecured revolving credit facility in an amount not to exceed $250 million in the aggregate and may extend the maturity date up to two times. Advances
under the unsecured revolving credit facility accrue interest at rates that are equal to, at our election, either Bank of America's alternate base rate plus a margin
that ranges from 0.0% to 0.1% or the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) plus a margin that ranges from 0.69% to 1.1%. Actual margins under either election
will be based on our senior debt credit ratings. The amended and restated credit agreement includes customary affirmative and negative covenants, including
financial covenants that require us to maintain a ratio of total gross debt to annual earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) of not
greater than 3.25 to 1.00 as of any date and a ratio of annual EBITDA to annual interest expense of not less than 3.00 to 1.00 as of the last day of each fiscal
quarter. As of April 30, 2021 we were compliant with all required covenants. We repaid the $1 billion that was outstanding as of July 31, 2020 under this
unsecured revolving credit facility during the first quarter of fiscal 2021, and at April 30, 2021 no amounts were outstanding. We paid $1 million in interest on the
unsecured revolving credit facility during the nine months ended April 30, 2021 and no interest during the nine months ended April 30, 2020.
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Term Loan

On February 1, 2021, we paid the $325 million remaining balance of the term loan upon maturity and at April 30, 2021, no amount was outstanding. The term loan
accrued interest at rates that were equal to, at our election, either Bank of America's alternate base rate plus a margin that ranges from 0.0% to 0.125% or LIBOR
plus a margin that ranges from 0.625% to 1.125%. Interest on the term loan was payable monthly. We paid $2 million for interest on the term loan during the nine
months ended April 30, 2021 and $8 million during the nine months ended April 30, 2020. Under the amended and restated agreement we may, subject to certain
customary conditions including lender approval, on one or more occasions increase commitments under the term loan in an amount not to exceed $400 million in
the aggregate. This option continues to be available to us through the expiration of the amended and restated credit agreement on May 2, 2024.

Other Current Liabilities

Other current liabilities were as follows at the dates indicated:

(In millions)
April 30, 
2021

July 31, 
2020

Executive deferred compensation plan liabilities $ 152 $ 123 
Current portion of operating lease liabilities 74 46 
Reserve for promotional discounts and rebates 16 11 
Reserve for returns and credits 57 24 
Current portion of dividend payable 8 6 
Interest payable 7 3 
Amounts due for share repurchases 13 — 
Other 92 73 

Total other current liabilities $ 419 $ 286 

The balances of several of our other current liabilities, particularly our reserves for product returns and promotional discounts and rebates, are affected by the
seasonality of our business. See Note 1, “Description of Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies – Seasonality,” for more information.

7. Long-Term Obligations and Commitments

Senior Unsecured Notes

In June 2020 we issued four series of senior unsecured notes (together, the Notes) pursuant to a public debt offering. The proceeds from the issuance were
$1.98 billion, net of debt discount of $2 million and debt issuance costs of $15 million.

The carrying value of the Notes was as follows at the dates indicated:

(In millions)
April 30, 
2021

July 31, 
2020

Effective 
Interest Rate

Senior unsecured notes issued June 2020:
0.650% notes due July 2023 $ 500 $ 500 0.837%
0.950% notes due July 2025 500 500 1.127%
1.350% notes due July 2027 500 500 1.486%
1.650% notes due July 2030 500 500 1.767%

Total senior unsecured notes 2,000 2,000 
Unamortized discount and debt issuance costs (15) (17)

Net carrying value senior unsecured notes $ 1,985 $ 1,983 

Interest is payable semiannually on January 15 and July 15 of each year. The discount and debt issuance costs are amortized to interest expense over the term
of the Notes under the effective interest method. We paid $12 million for interest on the Notes during the nine months ended April 30, 2021.

The Notes are senior unsecured obligations of Intuit and rank equally with all existing and future unsecured and unsubordinated indebtedness of Intuit and are
redeemable by us at any time, subject to a make-whole premium. Upon the occurrence of change of control transactions that are accompanied by certain
downgrades in the credit ratings of the Notes, we will be required to repurchase the Notes at a repurchase price equal to 101% of the aggregate outstanding
principal plus
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any accrued and unpaid interest to but not including the date of repurchase. The indenture governing the Notes requires us to comply with certain covenants. For
example, the Notes limit our ability to create certain liens and enter into sale and leaseback transactions. As of April 30, 2021 we were compliant with all
covenants governing the Notes.

Secured Revolving Credit Facility

On February 19, 2019, a subsidiary of Intuit entered into a two-year $300 million secured revolving credit facility with a lender. The revolving credit facility is
secured by cash and receivables of the subsidiary and is non-recourse to Intuit Inc. Advances under this secured revolving credit facility are used to fund a
portion of our loans to qualified small businesses and accrue interest at LIBOR plus 2.39%. Unused portions of the credit facility accrue interest at a rate of
0.50%. On March 2, 2020, we amended the secured revolving credit facility to extend the commitment term from February 19, 2021 to February 19, 2022 and the
final maturity date from August 19, 2021 to August 19, 2022. On February 26, 2021, we amended the secured revolving credit facility to extend the commitment
term to May 31, 2022 and the final maturity date to November 30, 2022. On October 13, 2020 the agreement was amended to allow for the transition of the
benchmark interest rate used to calculate finance charges from LIBOR to the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) plus related benchmark adjustments
that represent the prevailing market convention for dollar-denominated syndicated credit facilities. The agreement includes certain affirmative and negative
covenants, including financial covenants that require the subsidiary to maintain specified financial ratios. As of April 30, 2021 we were compliant with all required
covenants. At April 30, 2021, $48 million was outstanding under this facility, with a weighted-average interest rate of 5.67%, which includes the unused facility fee.
The outstanding balance is secured by cash and receivables of the subsidiary totaling $173 million. Interest on the facility is payable monthly. We paid $2 million
for interest on the secured revolving credit facility during the nine months ended April 30, 2021 and $3 million during the nine months ended April 30, 2020.

Other Long-Term Obligations

Other long-term obligations were as follows at the dates indicated:

(In millions)
April 30, 
2021

July 31, 
2020

Long-term income tax liabilities $ 28 $ 10 
Total dividend payable 16 12 
Long-term deferred revenue 7 13 
Other 16 17 
Total long-term obligations 67 52 
Less current portion (included in other current liabilities) (11) (10)

Long-term obligations due after one year $ 56 $ 42 

Unconditional Purchase Obligations

We describe our purchase obligations in Note 8 to the financial statements in Part II, Item 8 of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31,
2020. In December 2020 we acquired Credit Karma and assumed certain non-cancellable contractual commitments totaling approximately $318 million as of
January 31, 2021. These commitments primarily relate to cloud hosting services. There were no other significant changes in our purchase obligations during the
nine months ended April 30, 2021.

8. Leases
We lease office facilities under non-cancellable operating lease arrangements. Our facility leases generally provide for periodic rent increases and may contain
escalation clauses and renewal options. Our leases have remaining lease terms of up to 10 years, some of which include one or more options to extend the
leases for up to 10 years per option, generally at rates to be determined in accordance with the agreements. Options to extend the lease are included in the lease
liability if they are reasonably certain of being exercised. We do not have significant finance leases.

We sublease certain office facilities to third parties. These subleases have remaining lease terms of up to 4 years, some of which include one or more options to
extend the subleases for up to 5 years per option.
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The components of lease expense were as follows:

Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Operating lease cost $ 21 $ 16 $ 54 $ 53 
Variable lease cost 2 3 8 9 
Sublease income (4) (5) (12) (19)

Total net lease cost $ 19 $ 14 $ 50 $ 43 

Includes short-term leases, which were not significant for each of the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021 and 2020.

Supplemental cash flow information related to operating leases was as follows:

Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Cash paid for amounts included in the measurement of operating lease liabilities $ 52 $ 50 
Right-of-use assets obtained in exchange for new operating lease liabilities $ 32 $ 328 

For the nine months ended April 30, 2020, this includes $319 million for operating leases existing on August 1, 2019 and $9 million for operating leases that
commenced in the first nine months of fiscal 2020.

Other information related to operating leases was as follows at the dates indicated:

April 30, 
2021

July 31, 
2020

Weighted-average remaining lease term for operating leases 6.6 years 5.5 years
Weighted-average discount rate for operating leases 2.3 % 3.1 %

Future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases as of April 30, 2021 were as follows:

(In millions)
Operating
Leases 

Fiscal year ending July 31,  
2021 (excluding the nine months ended April 30, 2021) $ 17 
2022 88 
2023 78 
2024 74 
2025 59 
Thereafter 157 

Total future minimum lease payments 473 
Less imputed interest (34)

Present value of lease liabilities $ 439 

(1)    Non-cancellable sublease proceeds for the remainder of the fiscal year ending July 31, 2021 and the fiscal years ending July 31, 2022, 2023, 2024, and 2025, of $3
million, $9 million, $3 million, $2 million, and $1 million, respectively, are not included in the table above.

(1)

(1)    

(1)

(1)    

(1)
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Supplemental balance sheet information related to operating leases was as follows at the dates indicated:

(In millions)
April 30, 
2021

July 31, 
2020

Operating lease right-of-use assets $ 370 $ 226 

Other current liabilities $ 74 $ 46 
Operating lease liabilities 365 221 

Total operating lease liabilities $ 439 $ 267 

As of April 30, 2021, we have additional operating leases of $42 million, primarily for office facilities, that have not yet commenced and therefore are not reflected
on the condensed consolidated balance sheet nor in the tables above. These operating leases will commence in fiscal year 2022 with lease terms of 3 to 11
years.

9. Income Taxes

Effective Tax Rate

We compute our provision for or benefit from income taxes by applying the estimated annual effective tax rate to income or loss from recurring operations and
adding the effects of any discrete income tax items specific to the period.

For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021, we recognized excess tax benefits on share-based compensation of $13 million and $77 million,
respectively, in our provision for income taxes. For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we recognized excess tax benefits on share-based
compensation of $7 million and $59 million, respectively, in our provision for income taxes.

Our effective tax rates for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021 were approximately 24% and 22%, respectively. Excluding discrete tax items primarily
related to share-based compensation tax benefits mentioned above, our effective tax rate for both periods was approximately 25%. The difference from the
federal statutory rate of 21% was primarily due to state income taxes, non-deductible share-based compensation and non-deductible transaction costs related to
the Credit Karma acquisition, which were partially offset by the tax benefit we received from the federal research and experimentation credit.

Our effective tax rates for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020 were approximately 23% and 19%, respectively. Excluding discrete tax items primarily
related to share-based compensation tax benefits mentioned above, our effective tax rate for both periods was 24%. The difference from the federal statutory rate
of 21% was primarily due to state income taxes and non-deductible share-based compensation, which were partially offset by the tax benefit we received from the
federal research and experimentation credit.

In the current global tax policy environment, the U.S. and other domestic and foreign governments continue to consider, and in some cases enact, changes in
corporate tax laws. As changes occur, we account for finalized legislation in the period of enactment.

Unrecognized Tax Benefits and Other Considerations

The total amount of our unrecognized tax benefits at January 31, 2021 was $168 million. If we were to recognize these net benefits, our income tax expense
would reflect a favorable net impact of $101 million. The increase in the unrecognized tax benefits during the six months ended January 31, 2021 was primarily
related to the acquisition of Credit Karma. There were no material changes to these amounts during the three months ended April 30, 2021. We do not believe
that it is reasonably possible that there will be a significant increase or decrease in our unrecognized tax benefits over the next 12 months.

We have offset an $80 million long-term liability for uncertain tax positions against our long-term income tax receivable at April 30, 2021. The long-term income
tax receivable is primarily related to the government’s approval of a method of accounting change request for fiscal 2018 and a refund claim related to Credit
Karma's alternative minimum tax credit that was recorded as part of the acquisition.
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10. Stockholders’ Equity

Stock Repurchase Programs and Treasury Shares

Intuit’s Board of Directors has authorized a series of common stock repurchase programs. Shares of common stock repurchased under these programs become
treasury shares. We repurchased 1.4 million shares for $555 million under these programs during the nine months ended April 30, 2021. Included in this amount
were $13 million of repurchases which occurred in late April 2021 and settled in early May 2021. At April 30, 2021, we had authorization from our Board of
Directors to expend up to an additional $1.8 billion for stock repurchases. Future stock repurchases under the current program is at the discretion of
management, and authorization of future stock repurchase programs is subject to the final determination of our Board of Directors.

Our treasury shares are repurchased at the market price on the trade date; accordingly, all amounts paid to reacquire these shares have been recorded as
treasury stock on our condensed consolidated balance sheets. Repurchased shares of our common stock are held as treasury shares until they are reissued or
retired. When we reissue treasury stock, if the proceeds from the sale are more than the average price we paid to acquire the shares we record an increase in
additional paid-in capital. Conversely, if the proceeds from the sale are less than the average price we paid to acquire the shares, we record a decrease in
additional paid-in capital to the extent of increases previously recorded for similar transactions and a decrease in retained earnings for any remaining amount.

In the past we have satisfied option exercises and restricted stock unit vesting under our employee equity incentive plans by reissuing treasury shares, and we
may do so again in the future. During the second quarter of fiscal 2014 we began issuing new shares of common stock to satisfy option exercises and RSU
vesting under our 2005 Equity Incentive Plan. We have not yet determined the ultimate disposition of the shares that we have repurchased in the past, and
consequently we continue to hold them as treasury shares.

Dividends on Common Stock

During the nine months ended April 30, 2021 we declared quarterly cash dividends that totaled $1.77 per share of outstanding common stock for a total of $486
million. In May 2021 our Board of Directors declared a quarterly cash dividend of $0.59 per share of outstanding common stock payable on July 19, 2021 to
stockholders of record at the close of business on July 12, 2021. Future declarations of dividends and the establishment of future record dates and payment dates
are subject to the final determination of our Board of Directors.

Share-Based Compensation Expense

The following table summarizes the total share-based compensation expense that we recorded in operating income for the periods shown.

 Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Cost of revenue $ 16 $ 15 $ 47 $ 44 
Selling and marketing 51 27 127 86 
Research and development 82 36 187 111 
General and administrative 69 25 148 80 

Total share-based compensation expense $ 218 $ 103 $ 509 $ 321 

We capitalized $1 million in share-based compensation related to internal-use software projects during the nine months ended April 30, 2021 and $3 million
during the nine months ended April 30, 2020.
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Assumed Share-Based Compensation Plans

In connection with our acquisition of Credit Karma on December 3, 2020, we assumed the Credit Karma, Inc. 2015 Equity Incentive Plan, as amended (Credit
Karma Plan), under which the assumed equity awards were granted. The assumed equity awards will be settled in shares of our common stock and will retain the
terms and conditions under which they were originally granted. See Note 5, "Business Combinations," for more information on the Credit Karma acquisition and
the related equity awards assumed.

On December 3, 2020, we filed a Form S-8 to register a total of 4,298,127 shares of common stock. This includes 1,997,881 shares of common stock that are
issuable upon vesting of assumed equity awards and 2,300,246 shares that are available for future issuance under the Credit Karma Plan.

Share-Based Awards Available for Grant

A summary of share-based awards available for grant under our plans for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 was as follows:

(Shares in thousands)

Shares 
Available 
for Grant

Balance at July 31, 2020 18,047 
Shares available for grant under an assumed plan 4,298 
Restricted stock units granted (4,667)
Options granted — 
Share-based awards canceled/forfeited/expired 3,181 

Balance at April 30, 2021 20,859 

(1) RSUs granted from the pool of shares available for grant under our 2005 Equity Incentive Plan reduce the pool by 2.3 shares for each share granted. RSUs forfeited
and returned to the pool of shares available for grant under the 2005 Equity Incentive Plan increase the pool by 2.3 shares for each share forfeited. Shares granted
from the Credit Karma Plan reduce the pool by one share for each share granted. Shares forfeited and returned to the pool from the Credit Karma Plan increase the
pool by one share for each share forfeited.

(2) Stock options and RSUs canceled, expired or forfeited under our 2005 Equity Incentive Plan and Credit Karma Plan are returned to the pool of shares available for
grant. Under the 2005 Equity Incentive Plan, shares withheld for income taxes upon vesting of RSUs that were granted on or after July 21, 2016 are also returned to
the pool of shares available for grant. Stock options and RSUs canceled, expired or forfeited under older expired plans are not returned to the pool of shares available
for grant. Under the Credit Karma Plan, shares withheld for income taxes are also returned to the pool of shares available for grant.

Restricted Stock Unit and Restricted Stock Activity and Related Share-Based Compensation Expense

A summary of restricted stock unit (RSU) and restricted stock activity for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 was as follows:

(Shares in thousands)
Number 
of Shares

Weighted 
Average 
Grant Date 
Fair Value

Nonvested at July 31, 2020 5,664 $ 231.97 
Assumed through acquisition 1,998 355.49 
Granted 1,793 376.34 
Restricted stock subject to revest provisions issued in connection with acquisition 775 355.49 
Vested (1,486) 244.57 
Forfeited (878) 240.99 

Nonvested at April 30, 2021 7,866 $ 305.03 

(1) This includes 809,000 RSUs granted to the employees of Credit Karma in connection with the acquisition with a grant date fair value of $300 million. See Note 5,
"Business Combinations."

At April 30, 2021, there was approximately $2.1 billion of unrecognized compensation cost related to non-vested RSUs and restricted stock with a weighted
average vesting period of 2.8 years. We will adjust unrecognized compensation cost for actual forfeitures as they occur.

 (1)

 (1) (2)

(1)
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Stock Option Activity and Related Share-Based Compensation Expense

A summary of stock option activity for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 was as follows:

 Options Outstanding

(Shares in thousands)
Number 
of Shares

Weighted 
Average 
Exercise 
Price 

Per Share
Balance at July 31, 2020 2,681 $ 185.83 

Granted — — 
Exercised (465) 126.79 
Canceled or expired (72) 261.11 

Balance at April 30, 2021 2,144 $ 196.11 

Exercisable at April 30, 2021 1,478 $ 156.43 

At April 30, 2021, there was approximately $40 million of unrecognized compensation cost related to non-vested stock options with a weighted average vesting
period of 2.7 years. We will adjust unrecognized compensation cost for actual forfeitures as they occur.

11. Litigation

Beginning in May 2019, various legal proceedings were filed and certain regulatory inquiries were commenced in connection with our provision and marketing of
free online tax preparation programs. We believe that the allegations contained within these legal proceedings are without merit. We are vigorously defending our
interests in the legal proceedings and cooperating in the inquiries. These proceedings include, among others, multiple putative class actions that were
consolidated into a single putative class action in the Northern District of California in September 2019 (the “Intuit Free File Litigation”) and demands for arbitration
that were filed beginning in October 2019. In August 2020, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ordered that the putative class action claims be resolved through
arbitration. Intuit entered into a proposed settlement agreement in November 2020 to resolve the putative class action, which was rejected by the court. On May
20, 2021, Intuit entered into an agreement that resolved the Intuit Free File Litigation on an individual non-class basis, without any admission of wrongdoing, for a
non-material amount.
As of April 30, 2021, there are approximately 126,000 individual arbitration claims pending and we could incur significant arbitration and legal fees associated with
the defense of these claims. We recorded approximately $14 million in arbitration fees related to these claims in fiscal 2020. The amount of our fiscal 2021
arbitration fees net of insurance proceeds and rebates is not material. The arbitration fees are unrelated to the underlying merits of the claims and are accrued at
the earlier of when invoiced or when the services are rendered. We could incur additional arbitration fees of approximately $360 million in future periods. We are
continuing to dispute the applicability and propriety of these fees. An immaterial number of claims have been resolved through the arbitration process to date and
we expect that more claims will continue through the process.

In view of the complexity and ongoing and uncertain nature of the outstanding proceedings and inquiries, at this time we are unable to estimate a reasonably
possible financial loss or range of financial loss that we may incur to resolve or settle the remaining matters.

To date, the legal and other fees we have incurred related to these proceedings and inquiries have not been material. The ongoing defense and any resolution or
settlement of these proceedings and inquiries could involve significant costs to us.

Intuit is subject to certain routine legal proceedings, including class action lawsuits, as well as demands, claims, government inquiries and threatened litigation,
that arise in the normal course of our business, including assertions that we may be infringing patents or other intellectual property rights of others. Our failure to
obtain necessary license or other rights, or litigation arising out of intellectual property claims could adversely affect our business. We currently believe that, in
addition to any amounts accrued, the amount of potential losses, if any, for any pending claims of any type (either alone or combined) will not have a material
impact on our condensed consolidated financial statements. The ultimate outcome of any legal proceeding is uncertain and, regardless of outcome, legal
proceedings can have an adverse impact on Intuit because of defense costs, negative publicity, diversion of management resources and other factors.

12. Segment Information

We have defined our four reportable segments, described below, based on factors such as how we manage our operations and how our chief operating decision
maker views results. We define the chief operating decision maker as our Chief Executive Officer and our Chief Financial Officer. Our chief operating decision
maker organizes and manages our business primarily on the basis of product and service offerings.
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In August 2020 we reorganized certain technology and customer success functions that support and benefit our overall platform. Additionally, certain legal, facility
and employee service costs are now managed at the corporate level. As a result, these costs are no longer included in segment operating income and are now
included in other corporate expenses. For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we reclassified $43 million and $131 million from Small Business &
Self-Employed, $29 million and $82 million from Consumer, and $3 million and $10 million from ProConnect to other corporate expenses. In August 2020, we also
renamed our Strategic Partner segment as the ProConnect segment. This segment continues to serve professional accountants.

In December 2020 we acquired Credit Karma in a business combination and it operates as a separate reportable segment. We have included the results of
operations of Credit Karma in our condensed consolidated statements of operations from the date of acquisition. See Note 5, "Business Combinations," for more
information. Segment operating income for Credit Karma includes all direct expenses, which is different from our other reportable segments where we do not fully
allocate corporate expenses.

 

Small Business & Self-Employed: This segment serves small businesses and the self-employed around the world, and the accounting professionals
who assist and advise them. Our offerings include QuickBooks financial and business management online services and desktop software, payroll solutions,
merchant payment processing solutions, and financing for small businesses.

Consumer: This segment serves consumers and includes do-it-yourself and assisted TurboTax income tax preparation products and services sold in the
U.S. and Canada. Our Mint offering serves consumers and helps them understand and improve their financial lives by offering a view of their financial
health.

ProConnect: This segment serves professional accountants in the U.S. and Canada, who are essential to both small business success and tax
preparation and filing. Our professional tax offerings include Lacerte, ProSeries, ProFile, and ProConnect Tax Online.

 Credit Karma: This segment serves consumers with a personal finance platform that provides personalized recommendations of credit card, home, auto
and personal loan, and insurance products; online savings and checking accounts; and access to their credit scores and reports, credit and identity
monitoring, credit report dispute, and data-driven resources.

All of our segments operate primarily in the United States and sell primarily to customers in the United States. Total international net revenue was less than 5%
for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021 and April 30, 2020.

For our Small Business & Self-Employed, Consumer, and ProConnect reportable segments, we include expenses such as corporate selling and marketing,
product development, and general and administrative, which are not allocated to specific segments, in unallocated corporate items as part of other corporate
expenses. For Credit Karma, segment expenses include all direct expenses related to selling and marketing, product development, and general and
administrative. Unallocated corporate items for all segments include share-based compensation, amortization of acquired technology, amortization of other
acquired intangible assets, and goodwill and intangible asset impairment charges.

The accounting policies of our reportable segments are the same as those described in the summary of significant accounting policies in Note 1 to the financial
statements in Part II, Item 8 of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2020 and in Note 1, "Description of Business and Summary of
Significant Accounting Policies – Significant Accounting Policies" in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. Except for goodwill and purchased intangible assets, we
do not generally track assets by reportable segment and, consequently, we do not disclose total assets by reportable segment.
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The following table shows our financial results by reportable segment for the periods indicated. Segment results for fiscal 2020 have been reclassified to conform
to the fiscal 2021 segment presentation, as described earlier in this footnote.

 Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Net revenue:     

Small Business & Self-Employed $ 1,177 $ 982 $ 3,436 $ 3,001 
Consumer 2,445 1,827 2,711 2,426 
ProConnect 235 193 465 436 
Credit Karma 316 — 460 — 

Total net revenue $ 4,173 $ 3,002 $ 7,072 $ 5,863 

Operating income:   
Small Business & Self-Employed $ 620 $ 456 $ 1,979 $ 1,496 
Consumer 1,773 1,350 1,622 1,521 
ProConnect 196 155 358 323 
Credit Karma 117 — 155 — 

Total segment operating income 2,706 1,961 4,114 3,340 
Unallocated corporate items:   

Share-based compensation expense (218) (103) (509) (321)
Other corporate expenses (506) (438) (1,380) (1,304)
Amortization of acquired technology (14) (5) (35) (17)
Amortization of other acquired intangible assets (54) (2) (92) (5)

Total unallocated corporate items (792) (548) (2,016) (1,647)
Total operating income $ 1,914 $ 1,413 $ 2,098 $ 1,693 

Revenue classified by significant product and service offerings was as follows:

 Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
(In millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020 April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
Net revenue:   

QuickBooks Online Accounting $ 437 $ 353 $ 1,233 $ 989 
Online Services 278 207 747 602 

Total Online Ecosystem 715 560 1,980 1,591 
QuickBooks Desktop Accounting 193 173 594 577 
Desktop Services and Supplies 269 249 862 833 

Total Desktop Ecosystem 462 422 1,456 1,410 
Small Business & Self-Employed 1,177 982 3,436 3,001 
Consumer 2,445 1,827 2,711 2,426 
ProConnect 235 193 465 436 
Credit Karma 316 — 460 — 

Total net revenue $ 4,173 $ 3,002 $ 7,072 $ 5,863 

Revenue from our QuickBooks Desktop packaged software products was $43 million and $89 million for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021,
respectively, and $36 million and $97 million for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, respectively. These amounts are included in the QuickBooks
Desktop Accounting revenue presented in the table above.

Credit Karma revenue is primarily generated from cost-per-action transactions which are related to credit card issuances and personal loan funding.
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ITEM 2 - MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS

Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (MD&A) is intended to provide readers of our condensed consolidated
financial statements with the perspectives of management. This should allow the readers of this report to obtain a comprehensive understanding of our
businesses, strategies, current trends, and future prospects. Our MD&A includes the following sections:

• Executive Overview: High level discussion of our operating results and some of the trends that affect our business.

• Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates: Significant changes since our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K that we believe are important to
understanding the assumptions and judgments underlying our financial statements.

• Results of Operations: A more detailed discussion of our revenue and expenses.

• Liquidity and Capital Resources: Discussion of key aspects of our condensed consolidated statements of cash flows, changes in our condensed
consolidated balance sheets, and our financial commitments.

You should note that this MD&A contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. Please see the section entitled “Forward-Looking
Statements” immediately preceding Part I for important information to consider when evaluating such statements.

You should read this MD&A in conjunction with the financial statements and related notes in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report and our Annual Report on Form
10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2020.

In March 2020 the World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak as a pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic has
had significant adverse impacts on the U.S. and global economies. We are conducting business with substantial modifications
to employee work locations and employee travel, among other modifications. While we have not experienced significant
disruptions to our operations from the COVID-19 pandemic, we are unable to predict the full impact that the COVID-19 pandemic will have on our operations and
future financial performance, including demand for our offerings, impact to our customers and partners, actions that may be taken by governmental authorities,
and other factors identified in “Risk Factors” in Item 1A of Part II of this Quarterly Report.

In August 2020 we reorganized certain technology and customer success functions that support and benefit our overall platform. Additionally, certain legal, facility
and employee service costs are now managed at the corporate level. As a result, these costs are no longer included in segment operating income and are now
included in other corporate expenses. For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we reclassified $43 million and $131 million from Small Business &
Self-Employed, $29 million and $82 million from Consumer, and $3 million and $10 million from ProConnect to other corporate expenses. In August 2020, we also
renamed our Strategic Partner segment as the ProConnect segment. This segment continues to serve professional accountants. Segment results for fiscal 2020
have been reclassified to conform to the fiscal 2021 segment presentation.

In December 2020, we acquired Credit Karma in a business combination, which operates as a separate reportable segment. We have included the results of
operations of Credit Karma in our condensed consolidated results of operations from the date of acquisition. Segment operating income for Credit Karma includes
all direct expenses related to selling and marketing, product development, and general and administrative, which is different from our other reportable segments
where we do not fully allocate corporate expenses. Therefore, Credit Karma segment operating income is not comparable to the segment operating income of our
other reportable segments. See Note 5, "Business Combinations," to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report for more information.
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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
This overview provides a high-level discussion of our operating results and some of the trends that affect our business. We believe that an understanding of these
trends is important in order to understand our financial results as well as our future prospects. This summary is not intended to be exhaustive, nor is it a substitute
for the detailed discussion and analysis provided elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.

About Intuit

Intuit helps consumers, small businesses, and the self-employed prosper
by delivering financial management and compliance products and
services. We also provide specialized tax products to accounting
professionals, who are key partners that help us serve small business
customers. We organize our businesses into four reportable segments –
Small Business & Self-Employed, Consumer, ProConnect, and Credit
Karma.

  

Credit Karma revenue from December 3, 2020

 

Small Business & Self-Employed: This segment serves small businesses and the self-employed around the world, and the accounting professionals
who assist and advise them. Our offerings include QuickBooks financial and business management online services and desktop software, payroll solutions,
merchant payment processing solutions, and financing for small businesses.

Consumer: This segment serves consumers and includes do-it-yourself and assisted TurboTax income tax preparation products and services sold in the
U.S. and Canada. Our Mint offering serves consumers and helps them understand and improve their financial lives by offering a view of their financial health.

ProConnect: This segment serves professional accountants in the U.S. and Canada, who are essential to both small business success and tax preparation
and filing. Our professional tax offerings include Lacerte, ProSeries, ProFile, and ProConnect Tax Online.

 Credit Karma: This segment serves consumers with a personal finance platform that provides personalized recommendations of credit card, home, auto
and personal loan, and insurance products; online savings and checking accounts; and access to their credit scores and reports, credit and identity
monitoring, credit report dispute, and data-driven resources.

Our Growth Strategy

At Intuit, our strategy starts with customer obsession. We listen to and observe our customers, understand their challenges, and then use advanced technology,
including artificial intelligence (AI), to develop innovative solutions designed to solve their problems and help them grow and prosper. For more than three
decades, our values have inspired us to innovate and reimagine ways to save people time and money, eliminate drudgery and inspire confidence. We have
reinvented and disrupted ourselves to better serve our customers, along the way.

(1) 
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Our strategy for delivering on our bold goals is to become an AI-driven expert platform where we and others can solve our customers' most important problems.
We plan to accelerate the development of the platform by applying AI in the three key areas:

• Machine Learning – Building algorithms which progressively learn from data to automate tasks for our customers.

• Knowledge Engineering – Turning rules, such as IRS regulations, and relationships about data into code to eliminate work and provide tailored
experiences.

• Natural Language Processing – Processing, analyzing and understanding human language to create interactions with customers and automate repetitive
tasks.

As we build our AI-driven expert platform, we are prioritizing our resources on five strategic priorities across the company. These priorities focus on solving the
problems that matter most to customers and include:

• Revolutionizing speed to benefit: When customers use our products and services, we aim to deliver value instantly by making the interactions with our
offerings frictionless, without the need for customers to manually enter data. We are accelerating the application of AI with a goal to revolutionize the
customer experience. This priority is foundational across our business, and execution against it positions us to succeed with our other four strategic
priorities.

• Connecting people to experts: The largest problem our customers face is lack of confidence to file their own taxes or to manage their books. To build
their confidence, we are connecting our customers to experts. We offer customers access to experts to help them make important decisions – and
experts, such as accountants, gain access to new customers so they can grow their businesses.

• Unlocking smart money decisions: Crippling high-cost debt and lack of savings are at unprecedented levels across the U.S. To address these
challenges, we are creating a personal financial assistant that helps consumers find the right financial products, put more money in their pockets and
access financial expertise and advice. Our recently completed acquisition of Credit Karma accelerates our ability to achieve this vision, by combining two
trusted brands, customer reach, data and platform capabilities to deliver breakthrough benefits that will power prosperity for customers around the world.

• Be the center of small business growth: We are focused on helping customers grow their businesses by offering a broad, seamless set of tools that
are designed to help them get paid faster, manage and get access to capital, pay employees with confidence, and use third-party apps to help run their
businesses. At the same time, we want to position ourselves to better serve product-based businesses to benefit customers who sell products through
multiple channels.

• Disrupt the small business mid-market: We aim to disrupt the mid-market with QuickBooks Online Advanced, our online offering designed to address
the needs of small business customers with 10 to 100 employees. This offering enables us to increase retention of these larger customers, and attract
new mid-market customers who are over-served by available offerings.

Industry Trends and Seasonality

Industry Trends

AI is transforming multiple industries, including financial technology. Disruptive start-ups, emerging ecosystems and mega-platforms are harnessing new
technology to create personalized experiences, deliver data-driven insights and increase speed of service. These shifts are creating a more dynamic and highly
competitive environment where customer expectations are shifting around the world as more services become digitized and the array of choices continues to
increase.

Seasonality

Our Consumer and ProConnect offerings have a significant and distinct seasonal pattern as sales and revenue from our income tax preparation products and
services are heavily concentrated in the period from November through April. This seasonal pattern typically results in higher net revenues during our second and
third quarters ending January 31 and April 30, respectively.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the timing of tax filing seasons for fiscal 2021 and fiscal 2020 varied significantly. In fiscal 2020, the IRS began accepting returns
on January 27, 2020 and the tax filing deadline was July 15, 2020. In fiscal 2021, the IRS began accepting returns on February 12, 2021 and the tax filing
deadline was May 17, 2021. The inconsistent tax filing seasons during fiscal 2021 and 2020 impacted our revenue and results of operations for the three and nine
months ended April 30, 2021 and April 30, 2020 as discussed below.

We expect the seasonality of our Consumer and ProConnect businesses to continue to have a significant impact on our quarterly financial results in the future.
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Key Challenges and Risks

Our growth strategy depends upon our ability to initiate and embrace disruptive technology trends, to enter new markets, and to drive broad adoption of the
products and services we develop and market. Our future growth also increasingly depends on the strength of our third-party business relationships and our
ability to continue to develop, maintain and strengthen new and existing relationships. To remain competitive and continue to grow, we are investing significant
resources in our product development, marketing, and sales capabilities, and we expect to continue to do so in the future.

As we offer more online services, the ongoing operation and availability of our platforms and systems and those of our external service providers is becoming
increasingly important. Because we help customers manage their financial lives, we face risks associated with the hosting, collection, use, and retention of
personal customer information and data. We are investing significant management attention and resources in our information technology infrastructure and in our
privacy and security capabilities, and we expect to continue to do so in the future.

For our consumer and professional tax offerings, we have implemented additional security measures and are continuing to work with state and federal
governments to implement industry-wide security and anti-fraud measures, including sharing information regarding suspicious filings. We received ISO 27001
certification for a portion of our systems and we continue to invest in security measures and to work with the broader industry and government to protect our
customers against this type of fraud. Additionally, Credit Karma’s security measures are regularly reviewed and updated.

For a complete discussion of the most significant risks and uncertainties affecting our business, please see “Forward-Looking Statements” immediately preceding
Part I and “Risk Factors” in Item 1A of Part II of this Quarterly Report.

Overview of Financial Results

The most important financial indicators that we use to assess our business are revenue growth for the company as a whole and for each reportable segment;
operating income growth for the company as a whole; earnings per share; and cash flow from operations. We also track certain non-financial drivers of revenue
growth and, when material, identify them in the applicable discussions of segment results below. Service offerings are a significant part of our business. Our total
service and other revenue was $6.0 billion or 79% of our total revenue in fiscal 2020 and we expect our total service and other revenue to continue to grow in the
future.

Key highlights for the first nine months of fiscal 2021 include the following:

Revenue of Consumer revenue of
Small Business & Self-Employed
revenue of

$7.1 B $2.7 B $3.4 B
up 21% from the same period of fiscal
2020

up 12% from same period of fiscal
2020

up 14% from the same period of fiscal
2020

Operating income of Net income of Diluted net income per share of

$2.1 B $1.7 B $6.20
up 24% from the same period of fiscal
2020

up 22% from the same period of fiscal
2020

up 18% from the same period of fiscal
2020
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CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND ESTIMATES
In preparing our financial statements, we make estimates, assumptions and judgments that can have a significant impact on our net revenue, operating income or
loss, and net income or loss, as well as on the value of certain assets and liabilities on our condensed consolidated balance sheets. We believe that the
estimates, assumptions and judgments involved in the accounting policies described in Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations in Part II, Item 7 of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2020 have the greatest potential impact on our
financial statements, so we consider them to be our critical accounting policies and estimates. Except for the critical accounting policy and estimates discussed
below, we believe that there were no significant changes in those critical accounting policies and estimates during the first nine months of fiscal 2021. Senior
management has reviewed the development and selection of our critical accounting policies and estimates and their disclosure in this Quarterly Report on Form
10-Q with the Audit and Risk Committee of our Board of Directors.

Goodwill – Impairment Assessments

As discussed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2020, in the absence of indicators of impairment we test goodwill for
impairment annually during our fourth fiscal quarter. As part of that test, we compare the estimated fair value of each reporting unit to its carrying value. We
determine the estimated fair value of each reporting unit based on a weighted combination of income and market approaches. We describe the estimates,
judgments and assumptions we make in connection with goodwill impairment assessments under "Goodwill, Acquired Intangible Assets and Other Long-Lived
Assets" in Note 1 to the financial statements in Item 8 of that report and "Goodwill, Acquired Intangible Assets and Other Long-Lived Assets - Impairment
Assessments" in the Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates section of Item 7 of that Form 10-K.

In December 2020 we acquired Credit Karma and have determined it is a separate reporting unit. As of the acquisition date the estimated fair value of the Credit
Karma reporting unit approximated its carrying value of $7.2 billion. In the course of estimating the fair value of that reporting unit, we considered the current
macroeconomic environment, Credit Karma's ongoing recovery from the macroeconomic environment surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, its performance
compared to internal financial expectations and key business milestones, and its financial performance compared to that of similar lines of business within
comparable companies.

For all of our reporting units, estimates of fair value can be affected by a variety of factors, including external factors such as industry or economic trends, and
internal factors such as changes in our business strategy and our internal forecasts. The recent global economic downturn has caused significant disruptions in
the credit markets. Potential events or circumstances that could reasonably be expected to negatively affect the key assumptions we used in estimating the fair
value of our Credit Karma reporting unit include a prolonged downturn in the credit markets that leads to credit card companies and lenders offering fewer credit
cards and loans, a reduction in their marketing activities, and a decrease or suspension of their activity on Credit Karma's platform. Additionally, the
creditworthiness of Credit Karma's members may continue to be negatively impacted, which could reduce participation on Credit Karma's platform by financial
institution partners. If the estimated fair value of our Credit Karma reporting unit declines due to any of these factors, we may be required to record future goodwill
impairment charges.
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

Financial Overview

(Dollars in millions, except per share
amounts)

Q3 
FY21

Q3 
FY20

$ 
Change

% 
Change

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

$ 
Change

% 
Change

Total net revenue $ 4,173 $ 3,002 $ 1,171 39 % $ 7,072 $ 5,863 $ 1,209 21 %
Operating income 1,914 1,413 501 35 % 2,098 1,693 405 24 %
Net income 1,464 1,084 380 35 % 1,682 1,381 301 22 %
Diluted net income per share $ 5.30 $ 4.11 $ 1.19 29 % $ 6.20 $ 5.24 $ 0.96 18 %

Current Fiscal Quarter

Total net revenue for the third quarter of fiscal 2021 increased $1.2 billion or 39% compared with the same quarter of fiscal 2020. The acquisition of Credit Karma
contributed $316 million to total revenue during the third quarter of fiscal 2021. Revenue for our Consumer and ProConnect segments increased compared to the
same period in fiscal 2020. As a result of the shift in timing of the fiscal 2021 and 2020 tax filing seasons discussed above, a certain amount of sales shifted from
our third fiscal quarter to our fourth fiscal quarter for both years. However, as the tax filing deadline was earlier in fiscal 2021 as compared to fiscal 2020, there
was an increase in revenue during the fiscal 2021 period. Our Small Business & Self-Employed segment revenue increased during the quarter primarily due to
growth in our Online Ecosystem revenue. See “Segment Results” later in this Item 2 for more information about the results for all of our reportable segments.

Operating income for the third quarter of fiscal 2021 increased $501 million or 35% compared with the same quarter of fiscal 2020. Revenue increased as
described above, which was partially offset by an increase in expenses primarily for staffing, marketing, share-based compensation, and amortization of other
acquired intangible assets. See "Cost of Revenue" and “Operating Expenses” later in this Item 2 for more information.

Net income for the third quarter of fiscal 2021 increased $380 million or 35% compared with the same period of fiscal 2020 in line with the increase in operating
income described above. Diluted net income per share increased 29% to $5.30 for the third quarter of fiscal 2021, due to the increase in net income, partially
offset by the increase in the weighted average shares outstanding due to the shares issued as part of the acquisition of Credit Karma in the second quarter of
fiscal 2021.

Fiscal Year to Date

Total net revenue for the first nine months of fiscal 2021 increased $1.2 billion or 21% compared with the same period of fiscal 2020. The acquisition of Credit
Karma contributed $460 million to total other revenue in the fiscal 2021 period. Revenue for our Consumer and ProConnect segments increased compared to the
same period in fiscal 2020. As a result of the shift in timing of the fiscal 2021 and 2020 tax filing seasons discussed above, a certain amount of sales shifted from
our third fiscal quarter to our fourth fiscal quarter for both years. However, as the tax filing deadline was earlier in fiscal 2021 as compared to fiscal 2020, there
was an increase in revenue during the fiscal 2021 period. Our Small Business & Self-Employed segment revenue increased primarily due to growth in our Online
Ecosystem revenue. See “Segment Results” later in this Item 2 for more information about the results for all of our reportable segments.

Operating income for the first nine months of fiscal 2021 increased $405 million or 24% compared with the same period of fiscal 2020. Revenue increased as
described above, which was partially offset by an increase in expenses primarily for staffing, share-based compensation, amortization of other acquired intangible
assets, and marketing. See "Cost of Revenue" and “Operating Expenses” later in this Item 2 for more information.

Net income for the first nine months of fiscal 2021 increased $301 million or 22% compared with the same period of fiscal 2020 primarily due to the increase in
operating income described above, a $30 million gain from the sale of a note receivable that was previously written off, and a $17 million gain on other long-term
investments. These increases were partially offset by a higher tax expense for the period. Diluted net income per share increased 18% to $6.20 for the first nine
months of fiscal 2021 due to the increase in net income, partially offset by an increase in the weighted average shares outstanding due to the shares issued as
part of the acquisition of Credit Karma in the second quarter of fiscal 2021.

Segment Results

The information below is organized in accordance with our four reportable segments. See “Executive Overview – About Intuit” earlier in this Item 2 and Note 12 to
the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report for more information. All of our segments operate and sell to customers primarily in the United
States. Total international net revenue was less than 5% for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021 and April 30, 2020.

In August 2020 we reorganized certain technology and customer success functions that support and benefit our overall platform. Additionally, certain legal, facility
and employee service costs are now managed at the corporate level. As a result,
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these costs are no longer included in segment operating income and are now included in other corporate expenses. For the three and nine months ended April
30, 2020, we reclassified $43 million and $131 million from Small Business & Self-Employed, $29 million and $82 million from Consumer, and $3 million and $10
million from ProConnect to other corporate expenses. In August 2020, we also renamed our Strategic Partner segment as the ProConnect segment. This
segment continues to serve professional accountants.

In December 2020 we acquired Credit Karma in a business combination which operates as a separate reportable segment. We have included the results of
operations of Credit Karma in our condensed consolidated results of operations from the date of acquisition. See Note 5, "Business Combinations," to the
financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report for more information.

Segment operating income or loss is segment net revenue less segment cost of revenue and operating expenses. See “Executive Overview – Industry Trends
and Seasonality” earlier in this Item 2 for a description of the seasonality of our business. For our Small Business & Self-Employed, Consumer, and ProConnect
reportable segments, we include expenses such as corporate selling and marketing, product development, and general and administrative, which are not
allocated to specific segments, in unallocated corporate items as part of other corporate expenses. For Credit Karma, segment expenses include all direct
expenses related to selling and marketing, product development, and general and administrative. Unallocated corporate items for all segments include share-
based compensation, amortization of acquired technology, amortization of other acquired intangible assets, and goodwill and intangible asset impairment
charges. These unallocated corporate items for all segments totaled $2.0 billion in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 and $1.6 billion in the first nine months of
fiscal 2020. Unallocated corporate items increased in the fiscal 2021 period due to increased corporate product development, selling and marketing, and general
and administrative expenses in support of the growth of our businesses, higher share-based compensation expenses, higher amortization of acquired technology,
and higher amortization of other acquired intangible assets. See Note 12 to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report for reconciliations of
total segment operating income or loss to consolidated operating income or loss for each fiscal period presented.
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 Small Business & Self-Employed
  

Small Business & Self-Employed segment includes both Online Ecosystem
and Desktop Ecosystem revenue.

Our Online Ecosystem includes revenue from QuickBooks Online,
QuickBooks Live, QuickBooks Online Advanced and QuickBooks Self-
Employed financial and business management offerings; small business
payroll services, including QuickBooks Online Payroll, Intuit Online Payroll,
Intuit Full Service Payroll; merchant payment processing services for small
businesses who use online offerings; and financing for small businesses.

Our Desktop Ecosystem includes revenue from our QuickBooks Desktop
packaged software products (Desktop Pro, Desktop for Mac, Desktop
Premier, and QuickBooks Point of Sale); QuickBooks Desktop software
subscriptions (QuickBooks Desktop Pro Plus, QuickBooks Desktop
Premier Plus, and QuickBooks Enterprise, and ProAdvisor Program
memberships for the accounting professionals who serve small
businesses); desktop payroll products (QuickBooks Basic Payroll,
QuickBooks Assisted Payroll and QuickBooks Enhanced Payroll);
merchant payment processing services for small businesses who use
desktop offerings; financial supplies; and financing for small businesses.

Segment product revenue is derived from revenue related to software license and version protection for our QuickBooks Desktop products and subscriptions,
license and related updates for our desktop payroll products and financial supplies, which are all part of our Desktop Ecosystem. Segment service and other
revenue is derived from our Online Ecosystem revenue and Desktop Ecosystem revenue related to support and connected services for our QuickBooks Desktop
and desktop payroll products and subscriptions and merchant payment processing services.

(Dollars in millions)
Q3 
FY21

Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

Product revenue $ 250 $ 226 11 % $ 825 $ 797 4 %
Service and other revenue 927 756 23 % 2,611 2,204 18 %
Total segment revenue $ 1,177 $ 982 20 % $ 3,436 $ 3,001 14 %
% of total revenue 28 % 33 %  49 % 51 %

Segment operating income $ 620 $ 456 36 % $ 1,979 $ 1,496 32 %
% of related revenue 53 % 46 %  58 % 50 %
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Revenue classified by significant product and service offerings was as follows:

(Dollars in millions)
Q3 
FY21

Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

Net revenue:
QuickBooks Online Accounting $ 437 $ 353 24 % $ 1,233 $ 989 25 %
Online Services 278 207 34 % 747 602 24 %

Total Online Ecosystem 715 560 28 % 1,980 1,591 24 %
QuickBooks Desktop Accounting 193 173 12 % 594 577 3 %
Desktop Services and Supplies 269 249 8 % 862 833 3 %

Total Desktop Ecosystem 462 422 9 % 1,456 1,410 3 %
Total Small Business & Self-Employed $ 1,177 $ 982 20 % $ 3,436 $ 3,001 14 %

Revenue for our Small Business & Self-Employed segment increased $195 million or 20% in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 and $435 million or 14% in the first
nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same periods of fiscal 2020. The increase in both periods was primarily due to growth in Online Ecosystem
revenue.

Online Ecosystem Revenue
Online Ecosystem revenue increased 28% in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 and 24% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same periods of
fiscal 2020. QuickBooks Online Accounting revenue increased 24% in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 and 25% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 primarily due
to an increase in customers as well as a shift in mix to our higher priced offerings. Online Services revenue increased 34% in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 and
24% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 primarily due to an increase in revenue from our payments and payroll offerings. Online payments revenue increased
due to an increase in customers and an increase in charge volume per customer. Online payroll revenue increased due to a shift in mix to our full service offering
and an increase in customers.

Desktop Ecosystem Revenue
Desktop Ecosystem revenue increased 9% in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 compared with the same quarter of fiscal 2020. The increase was due to growth in
our QuickBooks Desktop Enterprise subscription offering as well as Desktop Payments and Desktop Payroll offerings primarily as a result of an increase in
customers. Additionally we experienced higher Desktop unit sales in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 compared to the same period in the prior year which had
fewer units as a result of the pandemic.

Desktop Ecosystem revenue increased 3% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same period of fiscal 2020. Revenue in the first nine months
of fiscal 2021 increased due to growth in our QuickBooks Desktop Enterprise subscription offering due to an increase in customers, higher revenue for Desktop
Payroll and Desktop Payments, and higher Desktop unit sales. During the first quarter of fiscal 2021 there was an increase in revenue from license updates
associated with our Pro Advisor offerings and higher revenue from version protection as a result of price increases in the prior year.

Small Business & Self-Employed segment operating income increased 36% in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 compared with the same period of fiscal 2020
primarily due to the increase in revenue described above, partially offset by higher expenses for staffing and marketing. Operating income increased 32% in the
first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same period of fiscal 2020, primarily due to the increase in revenue described above, and lower expenses.
Decreases in marketing and depreciation expense were partially offset by an increase in staffing.

In August 2020, we reorganized certain technology and customer success functions that support and benefit our overall platform. Additionally, certain legal,
facility and employee service costs are now managed at the corporate level. As a result, these costs are no longer included in segment operating income and are
now included in other corporate expenses. For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we reclassified $43 million and $131 million from Small Business
& Self-Employed to other corporate expenses.
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 Consumer
  

Consumer segment product revenue is derived primarily from TurboTax
desktop tax return preparation software and related form updates.

Consumer segment service and other revenue is derived primarily from
TurboTax Online and TurboTax Live offerings, electronic tax filing services
and connected services, and also from our Mint offering.

(Dollars in millions)
Q3 
FY21

Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

Product revenue $ 110 $ 83 33 % $ 183 $ 179 2 %
Service and other revenue 2,335 1,744 34 % 2,528 2,247 13 %
Total segment revenue $ 2,445 $ 1,827 34 % $ 2,711 $ 2,426 12 %
% of total revenue 58 % 61 %  38 % 41 %

Segment operating income $ 1,773 $ 1,350 31 % $ 1,622 $ 1,521 7 %
% of related revenue 73 % 74 %  60 % 63 %

Revenue for our Consumer segment increased $285 million or 12% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same period of fiscal 2020. As a
result of the shift in timing of the fiscal 2021 and 2020 tax filing seasons discussed above, a certain amount of sales shifted from our third fiscal quarter to our
fourth fiscal quarter for both years. However, as the tax filing deadline was earlier in fiscal 2021 as compared to fiscal 2020, there was an increase in revenue
during the fiscal 2021 period.

Segment operating income increased $101 million or 7% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same period of fiscal 2020 primarily due to the
increase in revenue described above, partially offset by higher expenses for staffing, marketing, and outside services.

In August 2020, we reorganized certain technology and customer success functions that support and benefit our overall platform. Additionally, certain legal,
facility and employee service costs are now managed at the corporate level. As a result, these costs are no longer included in segment operating income and are
now included in other corporate expenses. For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we reclassified $29 million and $82 million from Consumer to
other corporate expenses.

Due to the extension of the tax filing deadline from April 15, 2021 to May 17, 2021, we will not have substantially complete results for the 2020 tax season until
the fourth quarter of fiscal 2021.
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ProConnect
  

ProConnect segment product revenue is derived primarily from Lacerte,
ProSeries, and ProFile desktop tax preparation software products and
related form updates.

ProConnect segment service and other revenue is derived primarily from
ProConnect Tax Online tax products, electronic tax filing service,
connected services and, bank products.

(Dollars in millions)
Q3 
FY21

Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

Product revenue $ 173 $ 134 29 % $ 387 $ 365 6 %
Service and other revenue 62 59 5 % 78 71 10 %
Total segment revenue $ 235 $ 193 22 % $ 465 $ 436 7 %
% of total revenue 6 % 6 %  7 % 8 %

Segment operating income $ 196 $ 155 26 % $ 358 $ 323 11 %
% of related revenue 83 % 80 %  77 % 74 %

In August 2020, we renamed our Strategic Partner segment as the ProConnect segment. This segment continues to serve professional accountants.

Revenue for our ProConnect segment revenue increased $29 million or 7% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same period of fiscal 2020.
As a result of the shift in timing of the fiscal 2021 and 2020 tax filing seasons discussed above, a certain amount of sales shifted from our third fiscal quarter to
our fourth fiscal quarter for both years. However, as the tax filing deadline was earlier in fiscal 2021 as compared to fiscal 2020, there was an increase in revenue
during the fiscal 2021 period.

Segment operating income increased $35 million or 11% in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same period of fiscal 2020 primarily due to the
increase in revenue described above, and a decrease in staffing expenses.

In August 2020, we reorganized certain technology and customer success functions that support and benefit our overall platform. Additionally, certain legal,
facility and employee service costs are now managed at the corporate level. As a result, these costs are no longer included in segment operating income and are
now included in other corporate expenses. For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we reclassified $3 million and $10 million from ProConnect to
other corporate expenses.

Due to the extension of the tax filing deadline from April 15, 2021 to May 17, 2021, we will not have substantially complete results for the 2020 tax season until
the fourth quarter of fiscal 2021.
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Credit Karma
  

Credit Karma revenue is derived from cost-per-action transactions, which
include the delivery of qualified links that result in completed actions such
as credit card issuances and personal loan funding; Cost-per-click and
cost-per-lead transactions, which include user clicks on advertisements or
advertisements that allow for the generation of leads, and primarily relate
to mortgage and insurance businesses; and to a lesser extent, cost-per-
advertisement impression transactions, which are banner and brand
advertisement impressions displayed on a user's screen.

(Dollars in millions)
Q3 
FY21

Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

% 
Change

Product revenue $ — $ — N/A $ — $ — N/A
Service and other revenue 316 — N/A 460 — N/A
Total segment revenue $ 316 $ — N/A $ 460 $ — N/A
% of total revenue 8 % — %  6 % — %

Segment operating income $ 117 $ — N/A $ 155 $ — N/A
% of related revenue 37 % N/A  34 % N/A

On December 3, 2020 we acquired Credit Karma. Our results of operations include the operations of Credit Karma beginning on the date of acquisition.

Credit Karma contributed $316 million and $460 million in revenue for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021, respectively. Revenue is primarily
generated from cost-per-action transactions which are related to credit card issuances and personal loan funding.

Segment operating income was $117 million and $155 million for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021. Expenses were primarily related to staffing and
marketing.
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Cost of Revenue

(Dollars in millions)
Q3 
FY21

% of 
Related 
Revenue

Q3 
FY20

% of 
Related 
Revenue

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

% of 
Related 
Revenue

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

% of 
Related 
Revenue

Cost of product revenue $ 16 3 % $ 16 4 % $ 53 4 % $ 57 4 %
Cost of service and other revenue 565 16 % 405 16 % 1,130 20 % 982 22 %
Amortization of acquired
technology 14 n/a 5 n/a 35 n/a 17 n/a
Total cost of revenue $ 595 14 % $ 426 14 % $ 1,218 17 % $ 1,056 18 %

Our cost of revenue has three components: (1) cost of product revenue, which includes the direct costs of manufacturing and shipping or electronically
downloading our desktop software products; (2) cost of service and other revenue, which includes the direct costs associated with our online and service
offerings, such as costs for data processing and storage capabilities from cloud providers, customer support costs, costs for the tax and bookkeeping experts that
support our TurboTax Live and QuickBooks Live offerings, costs related to credit score providers, and depreciation expense for developed technology; and
(3) amortization of acquired technology which represents the cost of amortizing developed technologies that we have obtained through acquisitions over their
useful lives.

Cost of product revenue as a percentage of product revenue was relatively consistent in the third quarter and first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared with the
same periods of fiscal 2020. We expense costs of product revenue as they are incurred for delivered software and we do not defer any of these costs when
product revenue is deferred.

Cost of service and other revenue as a percentage of service and other revenue was relatively consistent in the third quarter and decreased for the first nine
months of fiscal 2021 compared with the same periods of fiscal 2020. The acquisition of Credit Karma contributed $75 million and $116 million to cost of service
and other revenue for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021. The decrease in cost of service and other revenue as a percentage of service and other
revenue for the nine months ended April 30, 2021 is primarily due to the increase in revenue described above. Additionally, during fiscal 2021 we experienced an
increase in customer success costs for TurboTax Live, partially offset by a decrease in depreciation expense.

Operating Expenses

(Dollars in millions)
Q3 
FY21

% of 
Total 
Net 

Revenue
Q3 
FY20

% of 
Total 
Net 

Revenue

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

% of 
Total 
Net 

Revenue

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

% of 
Total 
Net 

Revenue
Selling and marketing $ 857 21 % $ 648 22 % $ 1,799 25 % $ 1,624 28 %
Research and development 464 11 % 332 11 % 1,157 16 % 999 17 %
General and administrative 289 7 % 181 6 % 708 10 % 486 8 %
Amortization of other acquired
intangible assets 54 1 % 2 — % 92 1 % 5 — %
Total operating expenses $ 1,664 40 % $ 1,163 39 % $ 3,756 53 % $ 3,114 53 %

Current Fiscal Quarter
Total operating expenses as a percentage of total net revenue increased slightly in the third quarter of fiscal 2021 compared to the same period of fiscal 2020.
Total net revenue for the third quarter of fiscal 2021 increased $1.2 billion or 39% due to the increase in revenue described above. Total operating expenses for
the quarter increased $501 million or 43%, which included $177 million of operating expenses related to Credit Karma. Total share-based compensation expense
increased $113 million; total staffing increased $212 million, including $73 million related to Credit Karma; total marketing increased $116 million, which included
$29 million related to Credit Karma, and total amortization of other acquired intangible assets increased $52 million, which was primarily related to Credit Karma.

Fiscal Year to Date
Total operating expenses as a percentage of total net revenue was flat in the first nine months of fiscal 2021 compared to the same period of fiscal 2020. Total
net revenue for the first nine months of fiscal 2021 increased $1.2 billion or 21% and was due to the increase in revenue described above. Total operating
expenses for the period increased $642 million or 21%, which included $277 million of operating expenses related to Credit Karma. Total share-based
compensation expense increased $183 million; total staffing increased $312 million, including $114 million related to Credit Karma; total amortization of other
acquired intangible assets increased $87 million, which was primarily related to Credit Karma; and total marketing increased $61 million, which included $37
million related to Credit Karma.
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Non-Operating Income and Expenses

Interest Expense
Interest expense of $22 million for the first nine months of fiscal 2021 consisted primarily of interest on our senior unsecured notes, unsecured term loan,
unsecured revolving credit facility, and secured revolving credit facility. Interest expense of $7 million for the first nine months of fiscal 2020 consisted primarily of
interest on our unsecured term loan and secured revolving credit facility.

Interest and Other Income (Loss), Net

(In millions)
Q3 
FY21

Q3 
FY20

YTD 
Q3 
FY21

YTD 
Q3 
FY20

Interest income $ 3 $ 10 $ 8 $ 33 
Net gain (loss) on executive deferred compensation plan assets 10 (10) 24 (4)
Other 1 (3) 45 (3)
Total interest and other income (loss), net $ 14 $ (3) $ 77 $ 26 

(1)    Interest income in the third quarter and the first nine months of fiscal 2021 decreased compared to the same period of fiscal 2020 primarily due to lower average interest
rates.

(2)    In accordance with authoritative guidance, we record gains and losses associated with executive deferred compensation plan assets in interest and other income and
gains and losses associated with the related liabilities in operating expenses. The total amounts recorded in operating expenses for each period are approximately equal
to the total amounts recorded in interest and other income in those periods.

(3)    In the second quarter of fiscal 2021 we recorded a $30 million gain from the sale of a note receivable that was previously written off. We also recorded gains on other
long-term investments of $17 million during the nine months ended April 30, 2021.

Income Taxes

We compute our provision for or benefit from income taxes by applying the estimated annual effective tax rate to income or loss from recurring operations and
adding the effects of any discrete income tax items specific to the period.

For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021, we recognized excess tax benefits on share-based compensation of $13 million and $77 million,
respectively, in our provision for income taxes. For the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020, we recognized excess tax benefits on share-based
compensation of $7 million and $59 million, respectively, in our provision for income taxes.

Our effective tax rates for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2021 were approximately 24% and 22%, respectively. Excluding discrete tax items primarily
related to share-based compensation tax benefits mentioned above, our effective tax rate for both periods was approximately 25%. The difference from the
federal statutory rate of 21% was primarily due to state income taxes, non-deductible share-based compensation and non-deductible transaction costs related to
the Credit Karma acquisition, which were partially offset by the tax benefit we received from the federal research and experimentation credit.

Our effective tax rates for the three and nine months ended April 30, 2020 were approximately 23% and 19%, respectively. Excluding discrete tax items primarily
related to share-based compensation tax benefits mentioned above, our effective tax rate for both periods was 24%. The difference from the federal statutory rate
of 21% was primarily due to state income taxes and non-deductible share-based compensation, which were partially offset by the tax benefit we received from the
federal research and experimentation credit.

In the current global tax policy environment, the U.S. and other domestic and foreign governments continue to consider, and in some cases enact, changes in
corporate tax laws. As changes occur, we account for finalized legislation in the period of enactment.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES

Overview

At April 30, 2021, our cash, cash equivalents and investments totaled $4.1 billion, a decrease of $2.9 billion from July 31, 2020 due to the factors discussed under
“Statements of Cash Flows” below. Our primary sources of liquidity have been cash from operations, which entails the collection of accounts receivable for
products and services, the issuance of senior unsecured notes, and borrowings under our credit facility. Our primary uses of cash have been for research and
development programs, selling and marketing activities, capital projects, acquisitions of businesses, debt service costs and debt repayment,

(1)

(2)

(3)
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repurchases of our common stock under our stock repurchase programs, and the payment of cash dividends. As discussed in “Executive Overview – Industry
Trends and Seasonality” earlier in this Item 2, our business is subject to significant seasonality. The balance of our cash, cash equivalents, and investments
generally fluctuates with that seasonal pattern. We believe the seasonality of our business is likely to continue in the future.

The following table summarizes selected measures of our liquidity and capital resources at the dates indicated:

(Dollars in millions) April 30, 2021
July 31, 
2020

$ 
Change

% 
Change

Cash, cash equivalents, and investments $ 4,116 $ 7,050 $ (2,934) (42)%
Long-term investments 41 19 22 116 %
Short-term debt — 1,338 (1,338) (100)%
Long-term debt 2,033 2,031 2 — %
Working capital 2,615 4,451 (1,836) (41)%
Ratio of current assets to current liabilities 2.0 : 1 2.3 : 1   

We have historically generated significant cash from operations and we expect to continue to do so in the future. Our cash, cash equivalents, and investments
totaled $4.1 billion at April 30, 2021. None of those funds were restricted and approximately 92% of those funds were located in the U.S.

On December 3, 2020 we acquired Credit Karma. The fair value of the purchase price totaled $7.2 billion and included $3.4 billion in cash, 10.6 million shares of
Intuit common stock with a fair value of $3.8 billion and assumed equity awards for services rendered through the acquisition date of $47 million. See "Business
Combinations" below for more information.

In the fourth quarter of fiscal 2020, we borrowed the full $1 billion under our unsecured revolving credit facility and issued $2 billion in senior unsecured notes for
general corporate purposes, which was used to fund a portion of the acquisition of Credit Karma. In August 2020, we repaid the $1 billion outstanding under the
revolving credit facility. The unsecured revolving credit facility is available to us for general corporate purposes.

Based on past performance and current expectations, we believe that our cash and cash equivalents, investments, and cash generated from operations will be
sufficient to meet anticipated seasonal working capital needs, capital expenditure requirements, contractual obligations, commitments, debt service requirements,
and other liquidity requirements associated with our operations for at least the next 12 months. We believe that our financial resources will allow us to manage the
impact of COVID-19 on our business operations for the foreseeable future, which could include potential reductions in revenue and delays in payments from
customers and partners.

We expect to return excess cash generated by operations to our stockholders through payment of cash dividends, after taking into account our operating and
strategic cash needs.

Our secured revolving credit facility is available to fund a portion of our loans to qualified small businesses. At April 30, 2021, $48 million was outstanding under
the secured revolving credit facility.

We evaluate, on an ongoing basis, the merits of acquiring technology or businesses, or establishing strategic relationships with and investing in other companies.
Our strong liquidity profile enables us to quickly respond to these types of opportunities.

Statements of Cash Flows

The following table summarizes selected items from our condensed consolidated statements of cash flows for the first nine months of fiscal 2021 and fiscal 2020.
See the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report for complete condensed consolidated statements of cash flows for those periods.

 Nine Months Ended

(Dollars in millions) April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020
$ 

Change
Net cash provided by (used in):    

Operating activities $ 2,708 $ 2,127 $ 581 
Investing activities (3,528) (111) (3,417)
Financing activities (2,579) (796) (1,783)
Effect of exchange rates on cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents 14 (12) 26 

Net increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash, and restricted cash equivalents $ (3,385) $ 1,208 $ (4,593)
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Our primary sources and uses of cash were as follows:

Nine Months Ended
April 30, 2021 April 30, 2020

 Sources of cash:

• Operations
• Issuance of common stock under employee stock plans

 Uses of cash:

• Acquisitions of businesses
• Repayment of debt
• Repurchases of shares of our common stock
• Payment of cash dividends and dividend rights
• Payment of accrued bonuses for fiscal 2020
• Capital expenditures
• Net originations of term loans to small businesses

 Sources of cash:

• Operations
• Issuance of common stock under employee stock plans

 Uses of cash:

• Payment of cash dividends and dividend rights
• Repurchases of shares of our common stock
• Payment of accrued bonuses for fiscal 2019
• Capital expenditures
• Repayment of debt
• Net originations of term loans to small businesses

Stock Repurchase Programs, Treasury Shares, and Dividends on Common Stock

As described in Note 10 to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report, during the first nine months of fiscal 2021 we repurchased 1.4 million
shares of our common stock under repurchase programs that our Board of Directors has authorized. At April 30, 2021, we had authorization from our Board of
Directors to expend up to an additional $1.8 billion for stock repurchases. We currently expect to continue repurchasing our common stock on a quarterly basis;
however, future stock repurchases under the current program are at the discretion of management, and authorization of future stock repurchase programs is
subject to the final determination of our Board of Directors.

We have continued to pay quarterly cash dividends on shares of our outstanding common stock. During the nine months ended April 30, 2021 we declared
quarterly cash dividends that totaled $1.77 per share of outstanding common stock for a total of $486 million. In May 2021 our Board of Directors declared a
quarterly cash dividend of $0.59 per share of outstanding common stock payable on July 19, 2021 to stockholders of record at the close of business on July 12,
2021. We currently expect to continue paying comparable cash dividends on a quarterly basis. However, future declarations of dividends and the establishment of
future record dates and payment dates are subject to the final determination of our Board of Directors.

Business Combinations

We acquired Credit Karma for total consideration of $8.1 billion which included assumed equity awards and restricted shares subject to a revest provision.

The fair value of the purchase price totaled $7.2 billion and included $3.4 billion in cash, 10.6 million shares of Intuit common stock with a fair value of $3.8 billion
and assumed equity awards for services rendered through the acquisition date of $47 million.

We also issued shares of common stock with a fair value of $275 million which are restricted due to a revest provision, and will be expensed over a service period
of three years. The share-based compensation expense related to these restricted shares is non-deductible for income tax purposes. Additionally, we assumed
equity awards for future services with a fair value of $663 million that are being charged to expense over the remaining service periods, which average
approximately three years.

The fair value of the stock consideration is based on the December 2, 2020 closing price of Intuit common stock of $355.49.

As part of the merger agreement, following the close of the transaction, we issued approximately $300 million of restricted stock units to the employees of Credit
Karma, which will be charged to expense over a service period of four years.

Credit Karma operates as a separate reportable segment. We have included the financial results of Credit Karma in the condensed consolidated financial
statements from the date of acquisition. See Note 5 to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report for more information.

Commitments for Senior Unsecured Notes

In June 2020, we issued $2 billion of senior unsecured notes comprised of the following:

• $500 million of 0.650% notes due July 2023;

• $500 million of 0.950% notes due July 2025;

• $500 million of 1.350% notes due July 2027; and

• $500 million of 1.650% notes due July 2030 (together, the Notes).
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Interest is payable semiannually on January 15 and July 15 of each year. At April 30, 2021, our maximum commitment for interest payments under the Notes was
$152 million through the maturity dates.

The Notes are senior unsecured obligations of Intuit and rank equally with all existing and future unsecured and unsubordinated indebtedness of Intuit and are
redeemable by us at any time, subject to a make-whole premium. Upon the occurrence of change of control transactions that are accompanied by certain
downgrades in the credit ratings of the Notes, we will be required to repurchase the Notes at a repurchase price equal to 101% of the aggregate outstanding
principal plus any accrued and unpaid interest to but not including the date of repurchase. The indenture governing the Notes requires us to comply with certain
covenants. For example, the Notes limit our ability to create certain liens and enter into sale and leaseback transactions. As of April 30, 2021 we were compliant
with all covenants governing the Notes. See Note 7 to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report for more information.

Credit Facilities

Unsecured Revolving Credit Facility and Term Loan

On May 2, 2019 we entered into an amended and restated credit agreement with certain institutional lenders for a credit facility with an aggregate principal
amount of $1.4 billion, including a $1 billion unsecured revolving credit facility that matures on May 2, 2024 and a $400 million unsecured term loan that matured
on February 1, 2021.

Under the amended and restated credit agreement we may, subject to certain customary conditions including lender approval, on one or more occasions increase
commitments under the unsecured revolving credit facility in an amount not to exceed $250 million in the aggregate and may extend the maturity date up to two
times. Advances under the unsecured revolving credit facility accrue interest at rates that are equal to, at our election, either Bank of America's alternate base
rate plus a margin that ranges from 0.0% to 0.1% or the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) plus a margin that ranges from 0.69% to 1.1%. Actual margins
under either election will be based on our senior debt credit ratings. At April 30, 2021, no amounts were outstanding under the unsecured revolving credit facility.
We monitor counterparty risk associated with the institutional lenders that are providing the credit facility. We currently believe that the credit facility will be
available to us should we choose to borrow under it.

On February 1, 2021, we paid the $325 million remaining balance of the term loan upon maturity and at April 30, 2021, no amount was outstanding.The term loan
accrued interest at rates that are equal to, at our election, either Bank of America's alternate base rate plus a margin that ranges from 0.0% to 0.125% or LIBOR
plus a margin that ranges from 0.625% to 1.125%. Under this agreement we may, subject to certain customary conditions including lender approval, on one or
more occasions increase commitments under the term loan in an amount not to exceed $400 million in the aggregate. This option continues to be available to us
through the maturity of the amended and restated credit agreement.

The amended and restated credit agreement includes customary affirmative and negative covenants, including financial covenants that require us to maintain a
ratio of total gross debt to annual earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) of not greater than 3.25 to 1.00 as of any date and a
ratio of annual EBITDA to annual interest expense of not less than 3.00 to 1.00 as of the last day of each fiscal quarter. As of April 30, 2021 we were compliant
with all required covenants.

Secured Revolving Credit Facility

On February 19, 2019, a subsidiary of Intuit entered into a two-year $300 million secured revolving credit facility with a lender. The revolving credit facility is
secured by cash and receivables of the subsidiary and is non-recourse to Intuit Inc. Advances under this secured revolving credit facility are used to fund a
portion of our loans to qualified small businesses and accrue interest at LIBOR plus 2.39%. Unused portions of the credit facility accrue interest at a rate of
0.50%. On March 2, 2020, we amended the secured revolving credit facility to extend the commitment term from February 19, 2021 to February 19, 2022 and the
final maturity date from August 19, 2021 to August 19, 2022. The agreement was further amended to allow for the transition of the benchmark interest rate used
to calculate finance charges from LIBOR to the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) plus related benchmark adjustments that represent the prevailing
market convention for dollar-denominated syndicated credit facilities. The agreement includes certain affirmative and negative covenants, including financial
covenants that require the subsidiary to maintain specified financial ratios. As of April 30, 2021 we were compliant with all required covenants. At April 30, 2021,
$48 million was outstanding under this facility, with a weighted-average interest rate of 5.67%, which includes the unused facility fee. The outstanding balance is
secured by cash and receivables of the subsidiary totaling $173 million.

Cash Held by Foreign Subsidiaries

Our cash, cash equivalents, and investments totaled $4.1 billion at April 30, 2021. Approximately 8% of those funds were held by our foreign subsidiaries and
subject to repatriation tax considerations. These foreign funds were located primarily in the United Kingdom, Canada, and India. As a result of the 2017 Tax Cuts
and Jobs Act, we do not expect to pay incremental U.S. taxes on repatriation. We have recorded income tax expense for Canada and India withholding taxes on
earnings that are not
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permanently reinvested. In the event that funds from foreign operations are repatriated to the United States, we would pay withholding taxes at that time.

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
At April 30, 2021, we did not have any significant off-balance sheet arrangements, as defined in Item 303(a)(4)(ii) of Regulation S-K.

Contractual Obligations
We presented our contractual obligations at July 31, 2020 in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year then ended. In December 2020 we acquired
Credit Karma and assumed certain non-cancelable contractual commitments totaling approximately $318 million as of January 31, 2021. These commitments
primarily relate to cloud hosting services. Additionally, we assumed certain non-cancellable lease commitments totaling $201 million as of January 31, 2021,
which are included in the table of future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases in Note 8 to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of
this Quarterly Report. Other than the changes described above, there were no significant changes to our contractual obligations during the first nine months of
fiscal 2021.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements
For a description of recent accounting pronouncements, if any, and the potential impact of these pronouncements on our condensed consolidated financial
statements, see Note 1 to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report.
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ITEM 3 - QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK

There were no material changes to our quantitative and qualitative disclosures about market risk during the nine months ended April 30, 2021. See Part II, Item
7A of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2020 for a detailed discussion of our market risks.
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ITEM 4 - CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Based upon an evaluation of the effectiveness of disclosure controls and procedures, Intuit’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Chief Financial Officer
(CFO) have concluded that as of the end of the period covered by this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, our disclosure controls and procedures as defined under
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) were effective to provide reasonable assurance that information required to be disclosed in our Exchange Act
reports is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified by the Securities and Exchange Commission and is accumulated and
communicated to management, including the CEO and CFO, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.

Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
On December 3, 2020, we completed the acquisition of Credit Karma. Under guidelines established by the SEC, companies are permitted to exclude acquisitions
from their assessment of internal control over financial reporting during the first year of an acquisition while integrating the acquired company. In conducting our
evaluation of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting, we excluded Credit Karma from our evaluation for the period ended April 30, 2021.
We are in the process of integrating Credit Karma into our system of internal control over financial reporting.

Except as noted above, there was no change in our internal control over financial reporting during the period ended April 30, 2021 that has materially affected, or
is reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.

Inherent Limitations on Effectiveness of Controls
Our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, believes that our disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over
financial reporting are designed to provide reasonable assurance of achieving their objectives and that they are effective at the reasonable assurance level.
However, no matter how well conceived and executed, a control system can provide only reasonable and not absolute assurance that the objectives of the control
system are met. The design of any control system must reflect the fact that there are resource constraints and the benefits of controls must be considered relative
to their costs. There are also limitations that are inherent in any control system. These limitations include the realities that breakdowns can occur because of
errors in judgment or mistakes, and that controls can be circumvented by individual persons, by collusion of two or more people, or by management override of
the controls. Because of these inherent limitations in a cost effective control system, misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not be detected.
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PART II - OTHER INFORMATION

ITEM 1 - LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

See Note 11 to the financial statements in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for a description of legal proceedings.

ITEM 1A - RISK FACTORS

Our businesses routinely encounter and address risks, many of which could cause our future results to be materially different than we presently anticipate. Below,
we describe significant factors, events and uncertainties that make an investment in our securities risky, categorized solely for ease of reference as strategic,
operational, legal and compliance, and financial risks. The following events and consequences could have a material adverse effect on our business, growth,
prospects, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows, liquidity, credit rating and reputation, and the trading price of our common stock could decline.
These risks are not the only ones we face. We could also be affected by other events, factors or uncertainties that are presently unknown to us or that we do not
currently consider to present significant risks to our business. These risks may be amplified by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has caused significant global
economic instability and uncertainty. The manner in which we respond to future developments as well as our competitors’ reactions to those developments may
affect our future operating results.

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant economic instability and uncertainty and has had and may continue to have an adverse
effect on our business, results of operations and financial condition.

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused economic instability and uncertainty globally and has had a negative impact, and may in the future have a material adverse
impact, on our business. The COVID-19 pandemic has negatively impacted our small business results as a significant number of small businesses have closed or
scaled back their offerings, particularly in light of shelter-in-place and similar directives. The severity and duration of the pandemic's impact on our operational and
financial performance are uncertain and will depend on many factors beyond our control. Potential and current negative impacts of the pandemic include, but are
not limited to, the following:

• Reduction in customer demand for our products and services and level of financial institution partner participation on Credit Karma's platform, decreased
consumer spending levels, reduced small business payment charge volumes and payrolls and potential decreases in the number of tax returns filed
could materially harm our results of operations.

• The extension of federal and state tax filing deadlines for the 2019 and 2020 tax years changed the seasonality of our business, making our revenue and
operating results more difficult to predict. Any future regulatory decisions could further increase the difficulty of forecasting our revenue and operating
results, which could cause our business to materially suffer.

• There are new and more frequent attempts by malicious third parties seeking to take advantage of the pandemic to fraudulently gain access to our
systems, which could cause us to expend significant resources to remediate and could damage our reputation. 

• Changes to our business operations and the operations of our third-party partners, such as increased use of videoconferencing, the shift to working from
home, and the complexity of resuming operations in our offices, has introduced new security and execution risks that could cause us to experience
substantial financial losses, lose the confidence of our customers and government agencies and harm our revenues and earnings.

• Potential disruption of services on which we rely to deliver our services to our customers, including our third-party customer success partners and
financial institutions, could prevent us or our service providers from delivering critical services to our customers or accepting and fulfilling customer
orders, any of which could materially and adversely affect our business or reputation.

• Increased, divergent and changing governmental regulations, such as shelter-in-place orders and closures of work facilities, schools, public buildings and
businesses, could make it considerably more difficult to develop, enhance and support our products and services, which may cause our results of
operations and financial condition to suffer.

• Failure to realize some or all of the anticipated benefits of our mergers and acquisitions activities for reasons related to the pandemic may cause us to
experience losses that result in significant harm to our operating results or financial condition.
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• We may be unable to obtain financing in the current economic environment on terms that are favorable or acceptable to us, or at all, which could impair
our cash flows and restrict our ability to execute on our strategic initiatives and react to changes in our business or the environment.

• As a result of financial hardship experienced by our customers related to the pandemic, we may experience higher than normal customer refunds and a
significant increase in risk of collecting customer payments or loans receivable, which could harm our results of operations.

• There could be increased volatility in our stock price related to the pandemic, which could result in the loss of some or all of the value of an investment in
Intuit.

These and other potential negative impacts relating to the COVID-19 pandemic are described further in the risk factors that follow.

STRATEGIC RISKS
Strategic risks relate to our current and future operating model, business plans and growth strategy, including the risks associated with the following: competitive
pressures on our product offerings and business models; our ability to adapt to technological changes and global trends; our reliance on third-party intellectual
property and our ability to protect our own intellectual property rights; the value of our brand; and mergers, acquisitions and divestiture activity that may have
unanticipated costs and expenses.

We face intense competitive pressures that may harm our operating results.
We face intense competition in all of our businesses, and we expect competition to remain intense in the future. Our competitors and potential competitors range
from large and established entities to emerging start-ups. Our competitors may introduce superior products and services, reduce prices, have greater technical,
marketing and other resources, have greater name recognition, have larger installed bases of customers, have well-established relationships with our current and
potential customers, advertise aggressively or beat us to market with new products and services. In addition, we face competition from existing companies, with
large established consumer user-bases and broad-based platforms, who may change or expand the focus of their business strategies and marketing to target our
customers, including small businesses, tax and personal financial management customers.

We also face competition from companies with a variety of business models, including increased competition from providers of free offerings, particularly in our
tax, accounting, payments and personal finance platform businesses. In order to compete, we have also introduced free offerings in several categories, but we
may not be able to attract customers as effectively as competitors with different business models. In addition, other providers of free offerings may provide
features that we do not offer and customers who have formerly paid for Intuit’s products and services may elect to use our competitors’ free offerings instead.
These competitive factors may diminish our revenue and profitability, and harm our ability to acquire and retain customers.

Our consumer tax business also faces significant potential competition from the public sector, where we face the risk of federal and state taxing authorities
proposing revenue raising strategies that involve developing and providing government tax software or other government return preparation systems at public
expense. These or similar programs may be introduced or expanded in the future, which may change the voluntary compliance tax system in ways that could
cause us to lose customers and revenue. The IRS Free File Program is currently the sole means by which the IRS offers tax software to taxpayers and, in
December 2019, the agreement governing the program was amended to eliminate the pledge by the IRS that it will not offer a duplicative or competing service.
Under this program, the IRS has worked with private industry to provide more than 56 million free returns since 2003, utilizing donated private sector tax software
and e-filing services for low and middle income taxpayers at no cost to the government or individual users. However, its continuation depends on a number of
factors, including increasing public awareness of and access to the free program, as well as continued government support. The current agreement is scheduled
to expire in October 2021. Recently, we have become the subject of certain legal proceedings and regulatory inquiries relating to the provision and marketing of
the product that we offer under the IRS Free File Program. While we believe that the allegations in these proceedings are without merit, the proceedings may
decrease the government’s support of such program and increase the likelihood that such program is terminated. If the Free File Program were to be terminated
or the IRS were to enter the software development and return preparation space, the federal government could become a publicly funded direct competitor of the
U.S. tax services industry and of Intuit. Government funded services that curtail or eliminate the role of taxpayers in preparing their own taxes could potentially
have material and adverse revenue implications.

Future revenue growth depends upon our ability to adapt to technological change as well as global trends in the way customers access
software offerings and successfully introduce new and enhanced products, services and business models.
We operate in industries that are characterized by rapidly changing technology, evolving industry standards and frequent new product introductions. We must
continue to innovate and develop new products and features to meet changing customer needs and attract and retain talented software developers. We need to
continue to develop our skills, tools and capabilities to capitalize on existing and emerging technologies, which requires us to devote significant resources.
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Our consumer and professional tax businesses depend significantly on revenue from customers who return each year to use our updated tax preparation and
filing software and services. As our existing products mature, encouraging customers to purchase product upgrades becomes more challenging unless new
product releases provide features and functionality that have meaningful incremental value. We also provide additional customer benefits by utilizing customer
data available to us through our existing offerings. If we are not able to develop and clearly demonstrate the value of new or upgraded products or services to our
customers, or effectively utilize our customers’ data to provide them with value, our revenues may be harmed. In addition, as we continue to introduce and
expand our new business models, including offerings that are free to end users, our customers may not perceive value in the additional benefits and services we
offer beyond our free offering and may choose not to pay for those additional benefits or we may be unsuccessful in increasing customer adoption of these
offerings or our risk profile may change, resulting in loss of revenue.

We have devoted significant resources to develop products and services for users of mobile devices, but the versions of our products and services developed for
these devices may not be compelling to users. Even if we are able to attract new users through these mobile offerings, the amount of revenue that we derive per
user from mobile offerings may be less than the revenue that we have historically derived from users of personal computers. As new devices and new platforms
are continually being released, it is difficult to predict the problems we may encounter in developing versions of our products and services for use on mobile
devices and we may need to devote significant resources to the creation, support, and maintenance of such offerings. If we are slow to develop products and
technologies that are compatible with mobile devices, or if our competitors are able to achieve those results more quickly than us, we will fail to capture a
significant share of an increasingly important portion of the market for online services, which could adversely affect our business. Further, legislation or regulatory
changes may mandate changes in our products that make them less attractive to users.

In some cases, we may expend a significant amount of resources and management attention on offerings that do not ultimately succeed in their markets. We
have encountered difficulty in launching new products and services in the past. If we misjudge customer needs in the future, our new products and services may
not succeed and our revenues and earnings may be harmed. We have also invested, and in the future, expect to invest in new business models, geographies,
strategies and initiatives. Such endeavors may involve significant risks and uncertainties, including distraction of management from current operations, expenses
associated with the initiatives and inadequate return on investments. Because these new initiatives are inherently risky, they may not be successful and may
harm our financial condition and operating results.

We rely on third-party intellectual property in our products and services.
Many of our products and services include intellectual property of third parties, which we license under agreements that may need to be renewed or renegotiated
from time to time. We may not be able to obtain licenses to these third-party technologies or content on reasonable terms, or at all. If we are unable to obtain the
rights necessary to use this intellectual property in our products and services, we may not be able to sell the affected offerings, and customers who are currently
using the affected product may be disrupted, which may in turn harm our future financial results, damage our brand, and result in customer loss. Also, we and our
customers have been and may continue to be subject to infringement claims as a result of the third-party intellectual property incorporated in our offerings.
Although we try to mitigate this risk and we may not be ultimately liable for any potential infringement, pending claims require us to use significant resources,
require management attention and could result in loss of customers.

Some of our offerings include third-party software that is licensed under so-called “open source” licenses, some of which may include a requirement that, under
certain circumstances, we make available, or grant licenses to, any modifications or derivative works we create based upon the open source software. Although
we have established internal review and approval processes to mitigate these risks, we cannot be sure that all open source software is submitted for approval
prior to use in our products. Many of the risks associated with usage of open source may not be eliminated, and may, if not properly addressed, harm our
business.

Our intellectual property rights are valuable, and any inability to protect them could reduce the value of our products, services, and brand.
Our patents, trademarks, trade secrets, copyrights, domain names and other intellectual property rights are important assets for us. We aggressively protect our
intellectual property rights by relying on federal, state and common law rights in the U.S. and internationally, as well as a variety of administrative procedures. We
also rely on contractual restrictions to protect our proprietary rights in products and services. The efforts that we take to protect our proprietary rights may not
always be sufficient or effective. Protecting our intellectual property rights is costly and time consuming and may not be successful in every location. Any
significant impairment of our intellectual property rights could harm our business, our brand and our ability to compete.

Policing unauthorized use and copying of our products is difficult, expensive, and time consuming. Current U.S. laws that prohibit copying give us only limited
practical protection from software piracy and the laws of many other countries provide very little protection. We frequently encounter unauthorized copies of our
software being sold through online marketplaces. Although we continue to evaluate and put in place technology solutions to attempt to lessen the impact of piracy
and engage in efforts to educate consumers and public policy leaders on these issues and cooperate with industry groups in their efforts to combat piracy, we
expect piracy to be a persistent problem that results in lost revenues and increased expenses.
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Our business depends on our strong reputation and the value of our brands.
Developing and maintaining awareness of our brands is critical to achieving widespread acceptance of our existing and future products and services and is an
important element in attracting new customers. Adverse publicity (whether or not justified) relating to events or activities attributed to us, members of our
workforce, agents, third parties we rely on, or our users, may tarnish our reputation and reduce the value of our brands. Our brand value also depends on our
ability to provide secure and trustworthy products and services as well as our ability to protect and use our customers’ data in a manner that meets their
expectations. In addition, a security incident which results in unauthorized disclosure of our customers’ sensitive data could cause material reputational harm.
Damage to our reputation and loss of brand equity may reduce demand for our products and services and thus have an adverse effect on our future financial
results, as well as require additional resources to rebuild our reputation and restore the value of the brands and could also reduce our stock price.

Our acquisition and divestiture activities may disrupt our ongoing business, may involve increased expenses and may present risks not
contemplated at the time of the transactions.
We have acquired and may continue to acquire companies, products, technologies and talent that complement our strategic direction, both in and outside the
United States. Acquisitions, such as our recently completed acquisition of Credit Karma, involve significant risks and uncertainties, including:

• inability to successfully integrate the acquired technology, data assets and operations into our business and maintain uniform standards, controls,
policies, and procedures;

• inability to realize synergies expected to result from an acquisition;

• disruption of our ongoing business and distraction of management;

• challenges retaining the key employees, customers, resellers and other business partners of the acquired operation;

• the internal control environment of an acquired entity may not be consistent with our standards or with regulatory requirements, and may require
significant time and resources to align or rectify;

• unidentified issues not discovered in our due diligence process, including product or service quality issues, intellectual property issues and legal
contingencies;

• failure to successfully further develop an acquired business or technology and any resulting impairment of amounts currently capitalized as intangible
assets;

• risks associated with businesses we acquire or invest in, which may differ from or be more significant than the risks our other businesses face;

• in the case of foreign acquisitions and investments, the impact of particular economic, tax, currency, political, legal and regulatory risks associated with
specific countries; and

• to the extent we use debt to fund acquisitions or for other purposes, our interest expense and leverage will increase significantly, and to the extent we
issue equity securities as consideration in an acquisition, current shareholders’ percentage ownership and earnings per share will be diluted.

We have divested and may in the future divest certain assets or businesses that no longer fit with our strategic direction or growth targets. Divestitures involve
significant risks and uncertainties, including:

• inability to find potential buyers on favorable terms;

• failure to effectively transfer liabilities, contracts, facilities and employees to buyers;

• requirements that we retain or indemnify buyers against certain liabilities and obligations;

• the possibility that we will become subject to third-party claims arising out of such divestiture;

• challenges in identifying and separating the intellectual property and data to be divested from the intellectual property and data that we wish to retain;

• inability to reduce fixed costs previously associated with the divested assets or business;

• challenges in collecting the proceeds from any divestiture;

• disruption of our ongoing business and distraction of management;

• loss of key employees who leave us as a result of a divestiture; and

• if customers or partners of the divested business do not receive the same level of service from the new owners, our other businesses may be adversely
affected, to the extent that these customers or partners also purchase other products offered by us or otherwise conduct business with our retained
business.

In addition, any acquisition or divestiture that we announce may not be completed if closing conditions are not satisfied. Because acquisitions and divestitures are
inherently risky, our transactions may not be successful and may, in some cases, harm our operating results or financial condition. In particular, if the integration
of Credit Karma's business is not completed within
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the expected time frame, such delay may materially and adversely affect the synergies and other benefits that we expect to achieve as a result of the Credit
Karma acquisition and could result in additional integration-related costs or loss of revenue. Moreover, the impact of COVID-19, adverse changes in market
conditions, additional integration-related costs and other factors that may be exacerbated by the impact of COVID-19, such as the failure to realize some or all of
the anticipated benefits of the Credit Karma acquisition, may cause the acquisition to be dilutive to Intuit’s operating earnings per share beyond the first fiscal year
after close. Any dilution of our non-GAAP diluted earnings per share could cause the price of shares of Intuit Common Stock to decline or grow at a reduced rate.

OPERATIONAL RISKS
Operational risks arise from internal and external events relating to systems, processes and people. Risks that affect the operation of our businesses include the
following: potential security incidents; privacy and cybersecurity concerns relating to online offerings; fraudulent activities by third parties; relationships with third
parties; competition for and retention of key talent; issues with our product launches; problems with our information technology infrastructure; and risks associated
with operating internationally.

Security incidents, improper access to or disclosure of our data or customers’ data, or other cyberattacks on our systems could harm our
reputation and adversely affect our business.
We host, collect, use and retain large amounts of sensitive and personal customer and workforce data, including credit card information, tax return information,
bank account numbers, login credentials and passwords, personal and business financial data and transactions data, social security numbers and payroll
information, as well as our confidential, nonpublic business information. We use commercially available security technologies and security and business controls
to limit access to and use of such sensitive data. Although we expend significant resources to create security protections designed to shield this data against
potential theft and security breaches, such measures cannot provide absolute security.

Our technologies, systems, and networks have been subject to, and are likely to continue to be the target of, cyberattacks, computer viruses, worms, social
engineering, malicious software programs, insider threats, and other cybersecurity incidents that could result in the unauthorized release, gathering, monitoring,
use, loss or destruction of sensitive and personal data of our customers and members of our workforce, or Intuit's sensitive business data or cause temporary or
sustained unavailability of our software and systems. While we maintain cybersecurity insurance, our insurance may not be sufficient to cover all liabilities
incurred by any of these incidents. These types of incidents can be made by individuals, groups of hackers, and sophisticated organizations including state-
sponsored organizations or nation-states themselves. Customers who fail to update their systems, continue to run software that we no longer support or that fail
to install security patches on a timely basis create vulnerabilities and make it more difficult for us to detect and prevent these kinds of attacks. We are increasingly
incorporating open source software into our products. There may be vulnerabilities in open source software that make it susceptible to cyberattacks. In addition,
because the techniques used to obtain unauthorized access to sensitive information change frequently, and are becoming more sophisticated and are often not
able to be detected until after a successful attack, we may be unable to anticipate these techniques or implement adequate preventive measures. Although this is
an industry-wide problem that affects software and hardware across platforms, it may increasingly affect our offerings because cyber-criminals tend to focus their
efforts on well-known offerings that are popular among customers and hold sensitive information and we expect them to continue to do so.

Further, the security measures that we implement may not be able to prevent unauthorized access to our products and our customers’ account data. Third parties
may fraudulently induce members of our workforce, customers, or users by social engineering means, such as email phishing, to disclose sensitive information in
order to gain access to our systems. It is also possible that unauthorized access to or disclosure of customer data may occur due to inadequate use of security
controls by our customers or members of our workforce. Accounts created with weak or recycled passwords could allow cyberattackers to gain access to
customer data. Unauthorized persons could gain access to customer accounts if customers do not maintain effective access controls of their systems and
software. In addition, we are experiencing new and more frequent attempts by third parties to use the COVID-19 pandemic to fraudulently gain access to our
systems, such as through increased email phishing of our workforce.

Criminals may also use stolen identity information obtained outside of our systems to gain unauthorized access to our customers’ data. We have experienced
such instances in the past and as the accessibility of stolen identity information increases, generally, we may experience further instances of unauthorized access
to our systems through the use of stolen identity information of our customers or members of our workforce in the future. Further, our customers may choose to
use the same user ID and password across multiple products and services unrelated to our products. Such customers’ login credentials may be stolen from
products offered by third-party service providers unrelated to us and the stolen identity information may be used by a malicious third party to access our products,
which could result in disclosure of confidential information. In addition, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we have temporarily shifted nearly all our
workforce from office locations to work from home environments, which increases our exposure to security-related risks due to operational changes, such as the
increased use of videoconferencing.

Our efforts to protect data may also be unsuccessful due to software bugs (whether open source or proprietary code), break-ins, workforce member error or other
threats that evolve.
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Further, because we have created an ecosystem where customers can have one identity across multiple Intuit products, a security incident may give access to
increased amounts of customer data. This may result in disclosure of confidential information, loss of customer confidence in our products, possible litigation,
material harm to our reputation and financial condition, disruption of our or our customers’ business operations and a decline in our stock price. From time to time,
we detect, or receive notices from customers or public or private agencies that they have detected, actual or perceived vulnerabilities in our servers, our software
or third-party software components that are distributed with our products or fraudulent activity by unauthorized persons utilizing our products with stolen customer
identity information. The existence of such vulnerabilities or fraudulent activity, even if they do not result in a security breach, may undermine customer
confidence as well as the confidence of government agencies that regulate our offerings. Such perceived vulnerabilities could also seriously harm our business by
tarnishing our reputation and brand and/or limiting the adoption of our products and services and could cause our stock price to decline.

Additionally, Credit Karma is subject to an order issued in 2014 by the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") that, among other things, requires maintenance of a
comprehensive security program relating to the development and management of new and existing products and services and biannual independent security
assessments for 20 years from the date of the order. Credit Karma’s failure to fulfill the requirements of the FTC’s order could results in fines, penalties, regulatory
inquiries, investigations and claims, and negatively impact our business and reputation.

A cybersecurity incident affecting the third parties we rely on could expose us or our customers to a risk of loss or misuse of confidential
information and significantly damage our reputation.
We depend on a number of third parties, including vendors, developers and partners who are critical to our business. We or our customers may grant access to
customer data to these third parties to help deliver customer benefits, or to host certain of our and our customers' sensitive and personal data. In addition, we
share sensitive, nonpublic business information (including, for example, materials relating to financial, business and legal strategies) with other vendors in the
ordinary course of business.

While we conduct background checks of our workforce, conduct reviews of partners, developers and vendors and use commercially available technologies to limit
access to systems and data, it is possible that one or more of these individuals or third parties may misrepresent their intended use of data or may circumvent our
controls, resulting in accidental or intentional disclosure or misuse of our customers’ or employees’ data. Further, while we conduct due diligence on these third
parties with respect to their security and business controls, we may not have the ability to effectively monitor or oversee the implementation of these control
measures. Individuals or third parties may be able to circumvent these security and business controls and/or exploit vulnerabilities that may exist in these
controls, resulting in the disclosure or misuse of sensitive business and personal customer or employee information and data.

A security incident involving third parties whom we rely on may have serious negative consequences for our businesses, including disclosure of sensitive
customer or employee data, or confidential or competitively sensitive information regarding our business, including intellectual property and other proprietary data;
make our products more vulnerable to fraudulent activity; cause temporary or sustained unavailability of our software and systems; result in possible litigation,
fines, penalties and damages; result in loss of customer confidence; cause material harm to our reputation and brands; lead to further regulation and oversight by
federal or state agencies; cause adverse financial condition; and result in a reduced stock price.

Concerns about the current privacy and cybersecurity environment, generally, could deter current and potential customers from adopting
our products and services and damage our reputation.
The continued occurrence of cyberattacks and data breaches on governments, businesses and consumers in general indicates that we operate in an external
environment where cyberattacks and data breaches are becoming increasingly common. If the global cybersecurity environment worsens, and there are
increased instances of security breaches of third-party offerings where consumers’ data and sensitive information is compromised, consumers may be less willing
to use online offerings, particularly offerings like ours in which customers often share sensitive financial data. In addition, the increased availability of data
obtained as a result of breaches of third-party offerings could make our own products more vulnerable to fraudulent activity. Even if our products are not affected
directly by such incidents, any such incident could damage our reputation and deter current and potential customers from adopting our products and services or
lead customers to cease using online and connected software products to transact financial business altogether.

If we are unable to effectively combat the increasing amount and sophistication of fraudulent activities by third parties using our offerings,
we may suffer losses, which may be substantial, and lose the confidence of our customers and government agencies and our revenues
and earnings may be harmed.
The online tax preparation, payroll administration, online payments and lending industries have been experiencing an increasing amount of fraudulent activities by
third parties, and those fraudulent activities are becoming increasingly sophisticated. Although we do not believe that any of this activity is uniquely targeted at our
products or business, this type of fraudulent activity may adversely impact our tax, payroll, and payments and lending businesses and is heightened while we are
responding to the COVID-19 pandemic with measures such as requiring nearly all of our workforce to work from home. In addition to any losses that may result
from such fraud, which may be substantial, a loss of confidence by our customers or by governmental agencies in our ability to prevent fraudulent activity that is
perpetrated through our offerings may seriously harm our business and damage our brand. If we cannot adequately combat such fraudulent activity that is
perpetrated through our
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tax and lending offerings, governmental authorities may refuse to allow us to continue to offer such services, or these services may otherwise be adversely
impacted, which could include federal or state tax authorities refusing to allow us to process our customers’ tax returns electronically, resulting in a significant
adverse impact on our earnings and revenue. As fraudulent activities become more pervasive and increasingly sophisticated, and fraud detection and prevention
measures must become correspondingly more complex to combat them across the various industries in which we operate, we may implement risk control
mechanisms that could make it more difficult for legitimate customers to obtain and use our products, which could result in lost revenue and negatively impact our
earnings.

If we fail to process transactions effectively or fail to adequately protect against disputed or potential fraudulent activities, our business
may be harmed.
Our operations process a significant volume and dollar value of transactions on a daily basis, especially in our payroll and payments businesses. Despite our
efforts to ensure that effective processing systems and controls are in place to handle transactions appropriately, it is possible that we may make errors or that
funds may be misappropriated due to fraud. The likelihood of any such error or misappropriation may increase as we accelerate the speed at which we process
transactions. The systems supporting our business are comprised of multiple technology platforms that are sometimes difficult to scale. If we are unable to
effectively manage our systems and processes, or if there is an error in our products, we may be unable to process customer data in an accurate, reliable and
timely manner, which may harm our reputation, the willingness of customers to use our products, and our financial results. In our payments processing service
business, if merchants for whom we process payment transactions are unable to pay refunds due to their customers in connection with disputed or fraudulent
merchant transactions, we may be required to pay those amounts and our payments may exceed the amount of the customer reserves we have established to
make such payments.

Business interruption or failure of our information technology and communication systems may impair the availability of our products and
services, which may damage our reputation and harm our future financial results.
Our reputation and ability to attract, retain and serve our customers is dependent upon the reliable performance of our products and our underlying technical
infrastructure. As we continue to grow our online services, we become more dependent on the continuing operation and availability of our information technology
and communications systems and those of our external service providers, including, for example, third-party Internet-based or cloud computing services. We do
not have redundancy for all of our systems, and our disaster recovery planning may not account for all eventualities. We have designed a significant portion of our
software and computer systems to utilize data processing and storage capabilities provided by public cloud providers, such as Amazon Web Services. If any
public cloud service that we use is unavailable to us for any reason, our customers may not be able to access certain of our cloud products or features, which
could significantly impact our operations, business, and financial results.

Failure of our systems or those of our third-party service providers, may result in interruptions in our service and loss of data or processing capabilities, all of
which may cause a loss in customers, refunds of product fees, material harm to our reputation and operating results.

Our tax businesses must effectively handle extremely heavy customer demand during critical peak periods, which typically occur from January until April of each
year. We face significant risks in maintaining adequate service levels during these peak periods when we derive a substantial portion of our overall revenue from
the tax businesses. Any interruptions in our online tax preparation or electronic filing service at any time during the tax season, particularly during a peak period,
could result in significantly decreased revenue, lost customers, unexpected refunds of customer charges, negative publicity and increased operating costs, any of
which could significantly harm our business, financial condition and results of operations.

We rely on internal systems and external systems maintained by manufacturers, distributors and other service providers to take and fulfill customer orders, handle
customer service requests and host certain online activities. Any interruption or failure of our internal or external systems may prevent us or our service providers
from accepting and fulfilling customer orders or cause company and customer data to be unintentionally disclosed. Our continuing efforts to upgrade and expand
our network security and other information systems as well as our high-availability capabilities are costly, and problems with the design or implementation of
system enhancements may harm our business and our results of operations.

Our business operations, data centers, information technology and communications systems are vulnerable to damage or interruption from natural disasters,
human error, malicious attacks, fire, power loss, telecommunications failures, computer viruses, computer denial of service attacks, terrorist attacks, health
emergencies, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, and other events beyond our control. For example, our employees are largely concentrated in California and
India, each of which have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and subject to governmental actions designed to contain the spread of COVID-19, such as
limitations on the size of gatherings, closures of work facilities, schools, public buildings and businesses, quarantines, lockdowns and travel restrictions. The
closure of our facilities in those and other areas in which we operate, and other restrictions inhibiting our employees’ ability to access our facilities, have disrupted,
and could continue to disrupt our business operations. We have also modified our business practices in connection with the pandemic (including employee travel,
employee work locations and cancellation of physical participation in meetings, events and conferences), and we may take further actions as may be required by
government authorities or that we determine are in the best interests of our employees, customers or third-party partners. There is no certainty that such
measures will be sufficient to mitigate the risks posed by the
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virus, and that such measures will not impair our ability to perform critical functions. Any such measures could make it considerably more difficult to develop,
enhance and support our products and services.

We cannot predict how long any such measures will be in place and whether we would reimplement or enhance any such measures in one or more locations in
order to respond to the effects of the pandemic or the rules, regulations or guidelines of any governmental authority. Moreover, the complexity of resuming
operations in our offices could introduce new execution risks and we may experience longer-term disruptions to our operations, such as shifts in the work location
preferences of our workforce for personal health and safety reasons.

In addition, our corporate headquarters and other critical business operations are located near major seismic faults. In the event of a major natural or man-made
disaster, our insurance coverage may not completely compensate us for our losses and our future financial results may be materially harmed.

We regularly invest resources to update and improve our internal information technology systems and software platforms. Should our
investments not succeed, or if delays or other issues with new or existing internal technology systems and software platforms disrupt our
operations, our business could be harmed.
We rely on our network and data center infrastructure and internal technology systems for many of our development, marketing, operational, support, sales,
accounting and financial reporting activities. We are continually investing resources to update and improve these systems and environments in order to meet
existing needs, as well as the growing and changing requirements of our business and customers. If we experience prolonged delays or unforeseen difficulties in
updating and upgrading our systems and architecture, we may experience outages and may not be able to deliver certain offerings and develop new offerings
and enhancements that we need to remain competitive. Such improvements and upgrades are often complex, costly and time consuming. In addition, such
improvements can be challenging to integrate with our existing technology systems, or may uncover problems with our existing technology systems. Unsuccessful
implementation of hardware or software updates and improvements could result in outages, disruption in our business operations, loss of revenue or damage to
our reputation.

If we are unable to develop, manage and maintain critical third-party business relationships, our business may be adversely affected.
Our growth is increasingly dependent on the strength of our business relationships and our ability to continue to develop, manage and maintain new and existing
relationships with third-party partners. We rely on various third-party partners, including software and service providers, suppliers, credit reporting bureaus,
vendors, manufacturers, distributors, accountants, contractors, financial institutions, core processors, licensing partners and development partners, among others,
in many areas of our business in order to deliver our offerings and operate our business. Credit Karma generates revenue from its relationships with financial
institution partners, which are subject to particular risks that affect their willingness to offer their products on Credit Karma's platform, such as adverse economic
conditions and an increasing complexity in the regulatory environment. We also rely on third parties to support the operation of our business by maintaining our
physical facilities, equipment, power systems and infrastructure. In certain instances, these third-party relationships are sole source or limited source relationships
and can be difficult to replace or substitute depending on the level of integration of the third party’s products or services into, or with, our offerings and/or the
general availability of such third party’s products and services. In addition, there may be few or no alternative third-party providers or vendors in the market.
Further, there can be no assurance that we will be able to adequately retain third-party contractors engaged to help us operate our business.

Additionally, the business operations of our third-party partners have been and could continue to be disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic and the actions taken
in response to it, including the pandemic’s effects on their third-party partners. If our third-party partners are unable to help us operate our business as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic, our business and financial results may be negatively impacted. In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic has led credit card companies and
lenders to offer fewer credit cards and loans, reduce their marketing activities generally, and, in many cases, decrease or suspend their activity on Credit Karma’s
platform, all of which have impacted Credit Karma’s revenue. The failure of third parties to provide acceptable and high quality products, services and
technologies or to update their products, services and technologies may result in a disruption to our business operations and our customers, which may reduce
our revenues and profits, cause us to lose customers and damage our reputation. Alternative arrangements and services may not be available to us on
commercially reasonable terms or at all, or we may experience business interruptions upon a transition to an alternative partner.

Although we have strict standards for our suppliers and business partners to comply with the law and company policies regarding workplace and employment
practices, data use and security, environmental compliance, intellectual property licensing and other applicable regulatory and compliance requirements, we
cannot control their day-to-day practices. Any violation of laws or implementation of practices regarded as unethical could result in supply chain disruptions,
canceled orders, terminations of or damage to key relationships, and damage to our reputation.

In particular, we have relationships with banks, credit unions and other financial institutions that support certain critical services we offer to our customers. If
macroeconomic conditions or other factors, including the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, cause any of these institutions to fail, consolidate, stop providing
certain services or institute cost-cutting efforts, our business and financial results may suffer and we may be unable to offer those services to our customers.
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We increasingly utilize the distribution platforms of third parties like Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play Store for the distribution of certain of our product
offerings. Although we benefit from the strong brand recognition and large user base of these distribution platforms to attract new customers, the platform owners
have wide discretion to change the pricing structure, terms of service and other policies with respect to us and other developers. Any adverse changes by these
third parties could adversely affect our financial results.

Because competition for our key employees is intense, we may not be able to attract, retain and develop the highly skilled employees we
need to support our planned growth.
Much of our future success depends on the continued service and availability of skilled personnel, including members of our executive team, and those in
technical and other key positions. Experienced personnel in the software, mobile technologies, data science, data security, and software as a service industries
are in high demand and competition for their talents is intense, especially in California and India, where the majority of our employees are located. Also, as we
strive to continue to adapt to technological change and introduce new and enhanced products and business models, we must be able to secure, maintain and
develop the right quality and quantity of engaged and committed talent. The incentives we have available to attract, retain, and motivate employees provided by
our equity awards may become less effective, and if we were to issue significant equity to attract additional employees, the ownership of our existing stockholders
would be diluted. Although we strive to be an employer of choice, we may not be able to continue to successfully attract, retain and develop key personnel, which
may cause our business to suffer.

If we experience significant product accuracy or quality problems or delays in product launches, it may harm our revenue, earnings and
reputation.
All of our tax products and many of our non-tax products have rigid development timetables that increase the risk of errors in our products and the risk of launch
delays. Our tax preparation software product development cycle is particularly challenging due to the need to incorporate unpredictable and potentially late tax
law and tax form changes each year and because our customers expect high levels of accuracy and a timely launch of these products to prepare and file their
taxes by the tax filing deadline. Due to the complexity of our products and the condensed development cycles under which we operate, our products may contain
errors that could unexpectedly interfere with the operation of the software or result in incorrect calculations. The complexity of the tax laws on which our products
are based may also make it difficult for us to consistently deliver offerings that contain the features, functionality and level of accuracy that our customers expect.
When we encounter problems we may be required to modify our code, work with state tax administrators to communicate with affected customers, assist
customers with amendments, distribute patches to customers who have already purchased the product and recall or repackage existing product inventory in our
distribution channels. If we encounter development challenges or discover errors in our products either late in our development cycle or after release it may cause
us to delay our product launch date or suspend product availability until such issues can be fixed. Any major defects, launch delays or product suspensions may
lead to loss of customers and revenue, negative publicity, customer and employee dissatisfaction, reduced retailer shelf space and promotions, and increased
operating expenses, such as inventory replacement costs, legal fees or other payments, including those resulting from our accuracy guarantee in our tax
preparation products. For example, an error in our tax products could cause a compliance error for taxpayers, including the over or underpayment of their federal
or state tax liability. While our accuracy guarantee commits us to reimburse penalties and interest paid by customers due solely to calculation errors in our tax
preparation products, such errors may result in additional burdens on third parties that we may need to address or that may cause us to suspend the availability of
our products until such errors are addressed. This could also affect our reputation, the willingness of customers to use our products, and our financial results.
Further, as we develop our platform to connect people to experts, such as connecting TurboTax customers with tax experts through our TurboTax Live offering, or
connecting QuickBooks customers with bookkeepers through our QuickBooks Live offering, we face the risk that these experts may provide advice that is
erroneous, ineffective or otherwise unsuitable. Any such deficiency in the advice given by these experts may cause harm to our customers, a loss of customer
confidence in our offerings or harm to our reputation or financial results.

Our international operations are subject to increased risks which may harm our business, operating results, and financial condition.
In addition to uncertainty about our ability to generate revenues from our foreign operations and expand into international markets, there are risks inherent in
doing business internationally, including:

• different or more restrictive privacy, data protection, data localization, and other laws that could require us to make changes to our products, services and
operations, such as mandating that certain types of data collected in a particular country be stored and/or processed within that country;

• difficulties in developing, staffing, and simultaneously managing a large number of varying foreign operations as a result of distance, language, and
cultural differences;

• stringent local labor laws and regulations;

• credit risk and higher levels of payment fraud;

• profit repatriation restrictions, and foreign currency exchange restrictions;
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• geopolitical events, including natural disasters, acts of war and terrorism, and health emergencies, including divergent governmental responses thereto
across the jurisdictions in which we operate;

• import or export regulations;

• compliance with the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the U.K. Bribery Act, and laws and regulations of other jurisdictions prohibiting corrupt payments
to government officials and other third parties;

• antitrust and competition regulations;

• potentially adverse tax developments;

• economic uncertainties relating to European sovereign and other debt;

• trade barriers and changes in trade regulations;

• political or social unrest, economic instability, repression, or human rights issues; and

• risks related to other government regulation or required compliance with local laws.

Violations of the rapidly evolving and complex foreign and U.S. laws and regulations that apply to our international operations may result in fines, criminal actions
or sanctions against us, our officers or our employees, prohibitions on the conduct of our business and damage to our reputation. Although we have implemented
policies and procedures designed to promote compliance with these laws, we cannot be sure that our employees, contractors and agents are in compliance with
our policies. These risks inherent in our international operations and expansion increase our costs of doing business internationally and may result in harm to our
business, operating results, and financial condition.

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE RISKS
Legal and compliance risks arise from change in the government and regulatory environment, including complex and evolving regulations relating privacy and
data security; potential litigation; regulatory inquiries and intellectual property infringement claims.

Increased government regulation of our businesses, or changes to existing regulations, may harm our operating results.
The Company is subject to federal, state, local and international laws and regulations that affect the Company’s activities, including, without limitation, areas of
labor, advertising, tax, financial services, data privacy and security, electronic funds transfer, money transmission, lending, digital content, consumer protection,
real estate, billing, e-commerce, promotions, quality of services, intellectual property ownership and infringement, import and export requirements, anti-corruption,
foreign exchange controls and cash repatriation restrictions, anti-competition, environmental, health and safety, and other regulated activities. There have been
significant new regulations and heightened focus by the government on many of these areas, as well as in areas such as insurance and privacy. As we expand
our products and services and revise our business models, both domestically and internationally, we may become subject to additional government regulation or
increased regulatory scrutiny. For example, in April 2020, one of our subsidiaries became a Small Business Administration ("SBA") approved lender under the
SBA’s recently established Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) authorized by the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act. Further, regulators (both
in the U.S. and in other jurisdictions in which we operate) may adopt new laws or regulations, change existing regulations, or their interpretation of existing laws or
regulations may differ from ours. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, federal, state, local and foreign governmental authorities have imposed, and may
continue to impose, protocols and restrictions intended to contain the spread of the virus, including limitations on the size of gatherings, closures of work facilities,
schools, public buildings and businesses, quarantines, lockdowns and travel restrictions. Such restrictions have disrupted and may continue to disrupt our
business operations and limit our ability to perform critical functions.

The tax preparation industry continues to receive heightened attention from federal and state governments. New legislation, regulation, public policy
considerations, changes in the cybersecurity environment, litigation by the government or private entities, changes to or new interpretations of existing laws may
result in greater oversight of the tax preparation industry, restrict the types of products and services that we can offer or the prices we can charge, or otherwise
cause us to change the way we operate our tax businesses or offer our tax products and services. We may not be able to respond quickly to such regulatory,
legislative and other developments, and these changes may in turn increase our cost of doing business and limit our revenue opportunities. In addition, if our
practices are not consistent with new interpretations of existing laws, we may become subject to lawsuits, penalties, and other liabilities that did not previously
apply. We are also required to comply with a variety of state revenue agency standards in order to successfully operate our tax preparation and electronic filing
services.

Changes in state-imposed requirements by one or more of the states, including the required use of specific technologies or technology standards, may
significantly increase the costs of providing those services to our customers and may prevent us from delivering a quality product to our customers in a timely
manner.
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Complex and evolving U.S. and international laws and regulation regarding privacy and data protection could result in claims, changes to
our business practices, penalties or increased cost of operations or otherwise harm our business.
Regulations related to the provision of online services is evolving as federal, state and foreign governments continue to adopt new or modify existing laws and
regulations addressing data privacy and the collection, processing, storage, transfer and use of data. This includes, for example, the EU's General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the new California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA), which became effective on January 1, 2020. In our efforts to meet the
GDPR, CCPA and other data privacy regulations, we have made and continue to make certain operational changes to our products and business practices. If we
are unable to engineer products that meet these evolving requirements or help our customers meet their obligations under these or other new data regulations,
we might experience reduced demand for our offerings. Further, penalties for non-compliance with these laws may be significant.
In addition, the evolution of global privacy treaties and frameworks has created compliance uncertainty and increased complexity. For example, the recent judicial
invalidation of the EU-U.S. and Swiss-U.S. Privacy Shield frameworks that we relied on to transfer data has created additional compliance challenges for the
transfer of EU personal data to the U.S. While we rely on alternative methods for the transfer of this data, ongoing legal challenges to these and other transfer
mechanisms could cause us to incur costs or change our business practices in a manner adverse to our business.

Other governmental authorities throughout the U.S. and around the world are considering similar types of legislative and regulatory proposals concerning data
protection. Each of these privacy, security and data protection laws and regulations could impose significant limitations, require changes to our business, require
notification to customers or workers of a security breach, restrict our use or storage of personal information, or cause changes in customer purchasing behavior
which may make our business more costly, less efficient or impossible to conduct, and may require us to modify our current or future products or services, which
may make customers less likely to purchase our products and may harm our future financial results. Additionally, any actual or alleged noncompliance with these
laws and regulations could result in negative publicity and subject us to investigations, claims or other remedies, including demands that we modify or cease
existing business practices, and expose us to significant fines, penalties and other damages. We have incurred, and may continue to incur, significant expenses
to comply with existing privacy and security standards and protocols imposed by law, regulation, industry standards or contractual obligations.

We are frequently a party to litigation and regulatory inquiries which could result in an unfavorable outcome and have an adverse effect on
our business, financial condition, results of operation and cash flows.
We are subject to various legal proceedings (including class action lawsuits), claims and regulatory inquiries that have arisen out of the ordinary conduct of our
business and are not yet resolved and additional claims and inquiries may arise in the future. The number and significance of these claims and inquiries may
increase as our businesses evolve. Any proceedings, claims or inquiries initiated by or against us, whether successful or not, may be time consuming; result in
costly litigation, damage awards, consent decrees, injunctive relief or increased costs of business; require us to change our business practices or products;
require significant amounts of management time; result in diversion of significant operations resources; or otherwise harm our business and future financial
results. For further information about specific litigation, see Part II, Item 1, “Legal Proceedings.”

Third parties claiming that we infringe their proprietary rights may cause us to incur significant legal expenses and prevent us from selling
our products.
We may become increasingly subject to infringement claims, including patent, copyright, trade secret, and trademark infringement claims. Litigation may be
necessary to determine the validity and scope of the intellectual property rights of others. We have received a number of allegations of intellectual property
infringement claims in the past and expect to receive more claims in the future based on allegations that our offerings infringe upon the intellectual property held
by third parties. Some of these claims are the subject of pending litigation against us and against some of our customers. These claims may involve patent
holding companies or other adverse intellectual property owners who have no relevant product revenues of their own, and against whom our own intellectual
property may provide little or no deterrence. The ultimate outcome of any allegation is uncertain and, regardless of outcome, any such claim, with or without merit,
may be time consuming to defend, result in costly litigation, divert management’s time and attention from our business, require us to stop selling, delay shipping
or redesign our products, or require us to pay monetary damages for royalty or licensing fees, or to satisfy indemnification obligations that we have with some of
our customers. Our failure to obtain necessary license or other rights, or litigation arising out of intellectual property claims may harm our business.

We are subject to risks associated with information disseminated through our services.
The laws relating to the liability of online services companies for information such as online content disseminated through their services are subject to frequent
challenges. In spite of settled law in the U.S., claims are made against online services companies by parties who disagree with the content. Where our online
content is accessed on the internet outside of the U.S., challenges may be brought under foreign laws which do not provide the same protections for online
services companies as in the U.S. These challenges in either U.S. or foreign jurisdictions may give rise to legal claims alleging defamation, libel, invasion of
privacy, negligence, copyright or trademark infringement, or other theories based on the nature and content of the
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materials disseminated through the services. Certain of our services include content generated by users of our online services. Although this content is not
generated by us, claims of defamation or other injury may be made against us for that content. Any costs incurred as a result of this potential liability may harm
our business.

FINANCIAL RISKS
Financial risks relate to our ability to meet financial obligations and mitigate exposure to financial impacts to our businesses or our offerings. Financial risks arise
from the following: seasonality; excessive subscription cancellations and product returns; unanticipated changes in income tax rates; adverse global macro-
economic conditions; credit risks; fluctuations in our net income; indebtedness; and the fluctuation of our stock price.

Our tax business is highly seasonal and our quarterly results fluctuate significantly.
Our tax offerings have significant seasonal patterns. Revenue from income tax preparation products and services has historically been heavily concentrated from
November through April and this seasonality has been affected by changes to the opening and closing dates of the tax season. For example, the IRS and many
states extended their tax filing deadlines to May 15, 2021 for the 2020 tax year and to July 15, 2020 for the 2019 tax year. This seasonality has caused significant
fluctuations in our quarterly financial results. Our financial results may also fluctuate from quarter to quarter and year to year due to a variety of factors, including
factors that may affect the timing of revenue recognition. These include the timing of the availability of federal and state tax forms from taxing agencies and the
ability of those agencies to receive electronic tax return submissions; changes to our offerings that result in the inclusion or exclusion of ongoing services;
changes in product pricing strategies or product sales mix; changes in customer behavior; and the timing of our discontinuation of support for older product
offerings. Other factors that may affect our quarterly or annual financial results include the timing of acquisitions, divestitures, and goodwill and acquired intangible
asset impairment charges. Any fluctuations in our operating results may adversely affect our stock price.

If actual customer refunds for our offerings exceed the amount we have reserved our future financial results may be harmed.
Like many software companies we refund customers for product returns and subscription cancellations. We establish reserves against revenue in our financial
statements based on estimated customer refunds. We closely monitor this refund activity in an effort to maintain adequate reserves. In the past, customer refunds
have not differed significantly from these reserves. However, if we experience actual customer refunds or an increase in risks of collecting customer payments,
including as a result of financial hardship experienced by our customers related to the COVID-19 pandemic, that significantly exceed the amount we have
reserved, it may result in lower net revenue.

Unanticipated changes in our income tax rates or other indirect tax may affect our future financial results.
Our future effective income tax rates may be favorably or unfavorably affected by unanticipated changes in the valuation of our deferred tax assets and liabilities,
by changes in our stock price, or by changes in tax laws or their interpretation. President Biden has proposed changes to the U.S. tax laws that would raise the
rate on both domestic and foreign income and impose a new alternative minimum tax on book income. If any or all of these (or similar) proposals are ultimately
enacted into law, they could have a negative impact on our effective tax rate. Foreign governments may enact tax laws that could result in further changes to
global taxation and materially affect our financial position and results of operations. In addition, we are subject to the continuous examination of our income tax
returns by the Internal Revenue Service and other tax authorities. We regularly assess the likelihood of adverse outcomes resulting from these examinations to
determine the adequacy of our provision for income taxes. These continuous examinations may result in unforeseen tax-related liabilities, which may harm our
future financial results.

An increasing number of states and foreign jurisdictions have adopted laws or administrative practices, that impose new taxes on all or a portion of gross revenue
or other similar amounts or impose additional obligations to collect transaction taxes such as sales, consumption, value added, or similar taxes. We may not have
sufficient lead time to build systems and processes to collect these taxes properly, or at all. Failure to comply with such laws or administrative practices, or a
successful assertion by such states or foreign jurisdictions requiring us to collect taxes where we do not, could result in material tax liabilities, including for past
sales, as well as penalties and interest.

Adverse global economic conditions could harm our business and financial condition.
Adverse macroeconomic developments could negatively affect our business and financial condition. Adverse global economic events have caused, and could, in
the future, cause disruptions and volatility in global financial markets and increased rates of default and bankruptcy, and could impact consumer and small
business spending. In particular, because the majority of our revenue is derived from sales within the U.S., economic conditions in the U.S. have an even greater
impact on us than companies with a more diverse international presence. Challenging economic times could cause potential new customers not to purchase or to
delay purchasing our products and services, and could cause our existing customers to discontinue purchasing or delay upgrades of our existing products and
services. In addition, the creditworthiness of Credit Karma’s members could be negatively impacted, reducing members' ability to qualify for credit cards and loans
and decreasing participation on Credit Karma's platform by its financial institution partners. Any of the foregoing may negatively impact our
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revenues and future financial results. Decreased consumer spending levels could also reduce credit and debit card transaction processing volumes causing
reductions in our payments revenue. Poor economic conditions and high unemployment have caused, and could in the future cause, a significant decrease in the
number of tax returns filed, which may have a significant effect on the number of tax returns we prepare and file. In addition, weakness in the end-user consumer
and small business markets could negatively affect the cash flow of our distributors and resellers who could, in turn, delay paying their obligations to us, which
could increase our credit risk exposure and cause delays in our recognition of revenue or future sales to these customers. Any of these events could harm our
business and our future financial results.

The COVID-19 pandemic and the actions taken in response to it have significantly increased economic and demand uncertainty. The COVID-19 pandemic has
caused a global recession and we cannot predict the extent to which existing small businesses will be able to survive such a downturn. Moreover, in connection
with the COVID-19 pandemic, unemployment has increased significantly. Accordingly, the risks described in the paragraph above, including reduced customer
demand for our products and services and reduced participation on Credit Karma's platform by its financial institution partners, decreased consumer spending
levels and, in the future, decreases in the number of tax returns filed, may be more likely to materialize, any of which could harm our business and our future
financial results.

We provide capital to small businesses, which exposes us to certain risk, and may cause us material financial or reputational harm.
We provide capital to qualified small businesses, which exposes us to the risk of our borrowers’ inability to repay such loans. We have also entered into credit
arrangements with financial institutions to obtain the capital we provide under this offering. Any termination or interruption in the financial institutions’ ability to lend
to us could interrupt our ability to provide capital to qualified small businesses. Further, our credit decisioning, pricing, loss forecasting, scoring and other models
used to evaluate loan applications may contain errors or may not adequately assess creditworthiness of our borrowers, or may be otherwise ineffective, resulting
in incorrect approvals or denials of loans. It is also possible that loan applicants could provide false or incorrect information. Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic
and the actions taken in response to it have had a significant impact on small businesses and may increase the likelihood that our borrowers are unable to repay
their loans. If any of the foregoing events were to occur, our reputation, relationships with borrowers, collections of loans receivable and financial results could be
harmed. In addition, one of our subsidiaries is a lender and a servicer under the PPP to support our small business customers and other eligible applicants during
the pandemic. Our participation in this program exposes us to many of the risks described above and additional risks, such as borrower default, the SBA declining
to forgive or honor its guarantee with respect to PPP loans and litigation or other disputes with borrowers or others related to our PPP activities.

Amortization of acquired intangible assets and impairment charges may cause significant fluctuation in our net income.
Our acquisitions have resulted in significant expenses, including amortization and impairment of acquired technology and other acquired intangible assets, and
impairment of goodwill. Total costs and expenses in these categories were $28 million in fiscal 2020; $26 million in fiscal 2019; and $21 million in fiscal 2018.
Although under current accounting rules goodwill is not amortized, we may incur impairment charges related to the goodwill already recorded and to goodwill
arising out of future acquisitions. We test the impairment of goodwill annually in our fourth fiscal quarter or more frequently if indicators of impairment arise. The
timing of the formal annual test may result in charges to our statement of operations in our fourth fiscal quarter that may not have been reasonably foreseen in
prior periods. At April 30, 2021, we had $5.6 billion in goodwill and $3.3 billion in net acquired intangible assets on our condensed consolidated balance sheet,
both of which may be subject to impairment charges in the future. New acquisitions, and any impairment of the value of acquired intangible assets, may have a
significant negative impact on our future financial results.

We have incurred indebtedness and may incur other debt in the future, which may adversely affect our financial condition and future
financial results.
As of April 30, 2021, we had an aggregate of $2.0 billion of indebtedness outstanding under our credit facilities and our senior unsecured notes. Under the
agreements governing our indebtedness, we are permitted to incur additional debt. This debt, and any debt that we may incur in the future, may adversely affect
our financial condition and future financial results by, among other things:

• increasing our vulnerability to downturns in our business, to competitive pressures and to adverse economic and industry conditions;

• requiring the dedication of a portion of our expected cash from operations to service our indebtedness, thereby reducing the amount of expected cash
flow available for other purposes, including capital expenditures, share repurchases and acquisitions; and

• limiting our flexibility in planning for, or reacting to, changes in our businesses and our industries.

If we are unable to generate sufficient cash flow from operations in the future to service our debt, we may be required, among other things, to seek additional
financing in the debt or equity markets, refinance or restructure all or a portion of our indebtedness, sell selected assets or reduce or delay planned capital,
operating or investment expenditures. Such measures may not be sufficient to enable us to service our debt. 
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Additionally, the agreements governing our indebtedness impose restrictions on us and require us to comply with certain covenants. For example, our credit
facilities restrict the ability of our subsidiaries to incur indebtedness and require us to maintain compliance with specified financial ratios. Our ability to comply with
these ratios may be affected by events beyond our control. In addition, our credit facilities and the indenture governing our senior unsecured notes limit our ability
to create liens our and subsidiaries’ assets and engage in sale and leaseback transactions. If we breach any of these covenants and do not obtain a waiver from
the lenders or the noteholders, as applicable, then, subject to applicable cure periods, any or all of our outstanding indebtedness may be declared immediately
due and payable. There can be no assurance that any refinancing or additional financing would be available on terms that are favorable or acceptable to us, if at
all.

Under the terms of our outstanding senior unsecured notes, we may be required to repurchase the notes for cash prior to their maturity in connection with the
occurrence of certain changes of control that are accompanied by certain downgrades in the credit ratings of the notes. The repayment obligations under the
notes may have the effect of discouraging, delaying or preventing a takeover of our company. If we were required to pay the notes prior to their scheduled
maturity, it could have a negative impact on our cash position and liquidity and impair our ability to invest financial resources in other strategic initiatives.

In addition, changes by any rating agency to our credit rating may negatively impact the value and liquidity of both our debt and equity securities. If our credit
ratings are downgraded or other negative action is taken, the interest rate payable by us under our unsecured revolving credit facility may increase. In addition,
any downgrades in our credit ratings may affect our ability to obtain additional financing in the future and may negatively impact the terms of any such financing.

We cannot guarantee that our share repurchase program will be fully consummated or that it will enhance long-term stockholder value.
We have a stock repurchase program under which we are authorized to repurchase our common stock. The repurchase program does not have an expiration
date and we are not obligated to repurchase a specified number or dollar value of shares. Our repurchase program may be suspended or terminated at any time.
Even if our stock repurchase program is fully implemented, it may not enhance long-term stockholder value. Also, the amount, timing, and execution of our stock
repurchase programs may fluctuate based on our priorities for the use of cash for other purposes and because of changes in cash flows, tax laws, and the market
price of our common stock.

Our stock price may be volatile and your investment could lose value.
Our stock price is subject to changes in recommendations or earnings estimates by financial analysts, changes in investors’ or analysts’ valuation measures for
our stock, our credit ratings and market trends unrelated to our performance. Furthermore, speculation in the press or investment community about our strategic
position, financial condition, results of operations, business or security of our products, can cause changes in our stock price. These factors, as well as general
economic and political conditions, including the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the timing of announcements in the public market regarding new
products, product enhancements or technological advances by our competitors or us, and any announcements by us of acquisitions, major transactions, or
management changes may adversely affect our stock price. Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant volatility in the global financial markets,
which has resulted in significant volatility in our stock price recently. Further, any changes in the amounts or frequency of share repurchases or dividends may
also adversely affect our stock price. A significant drop in our stock price could expose us to the risk of securities class actions lawsuits, which may result in
substantial costs and divert management’s attention and resources, which may adversely affect our business.
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ITEM 2 - UNREGISTERED SALES OF EQUITY SECURITIES AND USE OF PROCEEDS

Purchases of Equity Securities by the Issuer and Affiliated Purchasers

Stock repurchase activity during the three months ended April 30, 2021 was as follows:

Period

Total Number 
of Shares 
Purchased

Average 
Price Paid 
per Share

Total Number 
of Shares 
Purchased 
as Part of 
Publicly 

Announced 
Plans

Approximate 
Dollar Value 
of Shares 

That May Yet 
Be Purchased 

Under 
the Plans

February 1, 2021 through February 28, 2021 287,850 $ 398.30 287,850 $ 2,080,923,506 
March 1, 2021 through March 31, 2021 348,450 $ 385.54 348,450 $ 1,946,583,378 
April 1, 2021 through April 30, 2021 318,150 $ 410.50 318,150 $ 1,815,984,076 
Total 954,450 $ 397.71 954,450  

Note: On August 19, 2016 our Board approved a stock repurchase program under which we are authorized to repurchase up to $2 billion of our common stock.
On August 21, 2018 our Board approved a new stock repurchase program under which we are authorized to repurchase up to an additional $2 billion of our
common stock. All of the shares repurchased during the three months ended April 30, 2021 were purchased under one of these plans. At April 30, 2021,
authorization from our Board of Directors to expend up to $1.8 billion remained available under the plan approved in fiscal 2019.

ITEM 6 - EXHIBITS

See the Exhibit Index immediately following the signature page of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned,
thereunto duly authorized.

 INTUIT INC.
(Registrant)
  

Date: May 25, 2021 By: /s/ MICHELLE M. CLATTERBUCK  
  Michelle M. Clatterbuck  

  
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer 
(Authorized Officer and Principal Financial Officer)  
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EXHIBIT INDEX

Exhibit 
Number  Exhibit Description  

Filed 
Herewith  

Incorporated by 
Reference

31.01  Certification of Chief Executive Officer  X   
       
31.02  Certification of Chief Financial Officer  X   
       
32.01*  Section 1350 Certification (Chief Executive Officer)  X   
       
32.02*  Section 1350 Certification (Chief Financial Officer)  X   
       
101.INS

 
XBRL Instance Document - the instance document does not appear in the Interactive
Data File because its XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL document  

X
 

 

       
101.SCH  XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema  X   
       
101.CAL  XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase  X   
       
101.LAB  XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase  X   
       
101.PRE  XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase  X   
       
101.DEF  XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase  X   

104 Cover Page Interactive Data File (formatted as Inline XBRL and contained in Exhibit 101) X

________________________________

+ Indicates a management or compensatory agreement.
* This exhibit is intended to be furnished and shall not be deemed “filed” for purposes of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
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Exhibit 31.01

CERTIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICER PURSUANT TO
EXCHANGE ACT RULE 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a)

I, Sasan K. Goodarzi, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this quarterly report on Form 10-Q of Intuit Inc.;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements
made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial
condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4. The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and
have:

a. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that
material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly
during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to
provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles;

c. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the
disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter
(the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting; and

5. The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant's
auditors and the audit committee of registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

a. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal controls over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to
adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal control over
financial reporting.

Date: May 25, 2021
By:     /s/ Sasan K. Goodarzi
Sasan K. Goodarzi
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)



Exhibit 31.02

CERTIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL OFFICER PURSUANT TO
EXCHANGE ACT RULE 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a)

I, Michelle M. Clatterbuck, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this quarterly report on Form 10-Q of Intuit Inc.;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements
made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial
condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4. The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and
have:

a. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that
material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly
during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to
provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles;

c. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the
disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter
(the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting; and

5. The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant's
auditors and the audit committee of registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

a. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to
adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal control over
financial reporting.

Date: May 25, 2021
By:     /s/ MICHELLE M. CLATTERBUCK
Michelle M. Clatterbuck
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)



Exhibit 32.01

Certification Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350,
As Adopted Pursuant to

Section 906 of The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

In connection with the Quarterly Report of Intuit Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended April 30, 2021 as filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), Sasan K. Goodarzi, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Company, certifies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as
adopted pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:

(1) The Report fully complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2) The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company.

/s/ SASAN K. GOODARZI
Sasan K. Goodarzi
President and Chief Executive Officer

Date: May 25, 2021

A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained by the Company and furnished to the
Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.



Exhibit 32.02

Certification Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350,
As Adopted Pursuant to

Section 906 of The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

In connection with the Quarterly Report of Intuit Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended April 30, 2021 as filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), Michelle M. Clatterbuck, Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of the Company, certifies pursuant to
18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:

(1) The Report fully complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2) The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company.

/s/ Michelle M. Clatterbuck
Michelle M. Clatterbuck
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Date: May 25, 2021

A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained by the Company and furnished to the
Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.


